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SPECIES ACCOUNT
Herbertus stramineus (Dumort)
Trevis

LIVERWORTS

3

Haplomitrium hookeri (Sm.) Nees
2

3

3

1

2

2

1

0

1
0

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare but possibly overlooked on stony or gravelly loch
margins; Loch an Leothaid and
Loch Ardbhair. There is a further
record from Loch nan Cuaran,
Beinn Uidhe by Paton in 1969.

Mastigophora woodsii (Hook.)
Nees

1

2

3

15 tetrads. This oceanic-montane
liverwort is unusual in this group
in requiring rather base-rich
conditions. It occurs on montane
ledges on the gneiss, in grassy turf
on the limestone and is locally
abundant on the north side of Cnoc
Eilid Mhathain.

Herbertus aduncus (Dicks.) Gray
ssp. hutchinsiae (Gottsche)
R.M.Schust.

1

2

3

plant grows through other
bryophytes on damp ledges on
crags and in ravines. It is most
frequent on the more base-rich
rocks but can occasionally occur
on acid, peaty soil.

Trichocolea tomentella (Ehrh.)
Dumort.

3

2

1

3
3
2

0

2
1
1

0

1

2

3
0

13 tetrads. This oceanic-montane
liverwort is very local but can be
abundant in suitable habitat on the
higher ground, under humid,
dwarf-shrub heath and heathy
scree on rocky, north or north-east
-facing slopes and also occurs
rarely in wooded ravines.

1

2

3

25 tetrads. One of the most
constant liverworts in the hepatic
community under oceanic-montane
heath on rocky north and northeast facing slopes; it can be locally
abundant in striking, orange-brown
mats.

1

2

3

6 tetrads. This beautiful species is
rather sparse in Assynt given its
relative frequency in the SouthWest Highlands. It occurs on wet,
rocky banks in ravines where there
has been a build-up of silt in a
drainage line.

Kurzia pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle
There are unlocalised records from
the Inchnadamph area by Birks et
al. in 1966 and 1967.

Blepharostoma trichophyllum (L.)
Dumort.
16 tetrads. This inconspicuous
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Kurzia sylvatica (A.Evans) Grolle

banks, on rocks in woodland,
sheltered crags and as an epiphyte
on tree boles, particularly birch
and alder.

3

3

2

Lepidozia pearsonii Spruce

2

1

1
3

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Rare; occurs in
Sphagnum hummocks and as thin
mats on peaty banks; Allt Mhic
Mhurchaidh Gheir, An Coimhleum, Duart and the east end of
Cam Loch.

Kurzia trichoclados (Müll.Frib.)
Grolle

3

0

1

2

3

humid rocky woodland, on heathy
banks, particularly near the sea and
rarely in block scree.

2

1

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Seemingly rare in
Assynt but possibly overlooked. It
usually grows through mats of
large bryophytes like Sphagnum
capillifolium, Dicranum majus and
Plagiothecium undulatum on the
steep sides of ravines. It is difficult to distinguish from attenuated
Lepidozia reptans in the field.

Bazzania tricrenata (Wahlenb.)
Lindb.

3

2

1

2
0

Lepidozia cupressina (Sw.)
Lindenb.

1

0

1

2

3
3

6 tetrads. The most frequent of
the three Kurzia species, usually
occurring as deep, aromatic
cushions under heather on steep
peat, capping vertical rocks.

2

1

2

3

59 tetrads. This variable plant is a
common constituent of the hepatic
flora underneath oceanic heath
with Mylia taylori, Herbertus
aduncus ssp. hutchinsiae and
species of Scapania, but also
occurs widely in ravines, rocky
woodland, scree and on crags.

1

Bazzania pearsonii Steph.
Lepidozia reptans (L.) Dumort.

0

1

2

3

11 tetrads. This handsome plant
forms swelling cushions on rocks
and tree bases in sheltered, rocky
woodland and on north-facing
crags, particularly those close to
the sea.

3

2

3

2

1

1

Bazzania trilobata (L.) Gray
0

1

2

3

43 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant in humid sites on peaty
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5 tetrads. Surprisingly rare in
Assynt and rarely in great quantity,
this large liverwort occurs in

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. This oceanic-montane
liverwort is rare but can be locally
plentiful, usually in dwarf shrub
heath on rocky north and north-

Bryophytes

east facing slopes, as in Coire
Gorm on Glas Bheinn and Sàil
Gorm on Quinag, typically with
Bazzania tricrenata, Plagiochila
carringtonii and Mastigophora
woodsii. It is not easy to
distinguish from the common
Bazzania tricrenata in the field.

Calypogeia arguta Mont. & Nees
3
3

2

2

1

1

Calypogeia fissa (L.) Raddi

0

1

2

3

Traligill. There is an older record
from Inchnadamph by Paton in
1960.

3

2

Calypogeia sphagnicola (Arnell &
J.Perss.) Warnst. & Loeske

1

0

1

2

3

22 tetrads. Widespread but
usually in small quantity, on wet
peaty banks and growing through
Sphagnum in mires.

2

17 tetrads. A widespread and
locally frequent species of steep,
shaded soil banks, often in
woodland and more tolerant of
basic conditions than other species
in the genus.

2
0

1

2

3

Calypogeia suecica (Arnell &
J.Perss.) Müll.Frib.
1

3

3

1

2

0

2

2

12 tetrads. Uncommon but
possibly overlooked as it
invariably grows through
Sphagnum hummocks with other
small liverworts in the less
disturbed mire areas.

1

1

Cephalozia bicuspidata (L.)
Dumort.

3

Calypogeia muelleriana (Schiffn.)
Müll.Frib.

3

0

1

0

1

2

3

60 tetrads. A common species of
damp disturbed soil in a variety of
habitats and extending to the tops
of the hills; particularly frequent
on stony paths but also occurring
on peat and rotting logs.

3

61 tetrads. Very common on
shaded, peaty banks and on acid
rocks and less tolerant of constant
wetness than Calypogeia fissa.

Cephalozia leucantha Spruce

3

There are three localised records
for this species in Assynt, from
Inchnadamph (W.E.Nicholson in
1921) and Allt nan Uamh (B.B.S.
in 1960) and, more recently, from
Little Assynt by Paton in 1969.

2

1

Calypogeia azurea Stotler & Crotz
1 tetrad. Only recorded on this
survey from a very wet, vertical
quartzite crag in the Bealach

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare with only one
site on a rotting log in woodland at
Creag an Spardain, found by
Blockeel in 1992.

Cephalozia lunulifolia (Dumort.)
Dumort.
25 tetrads. Frequent and probably
under-recorded; most common on
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only record is from Sphagnum
hummocks in an excellent mire,
Mointeach na Totaig, surrounded
by forestry above Loch Urigill;
there is an unlocalised 1966 record
from Inchnadamph.

3

2

1

3

2

1

Nowellia curvifolia (Dicks.) Mitt.
0

1

2

3

peaty banks, often with Kurzia
trichoclados but also occurs on
rotting logs and on Sphagnum in
mires.

0

1

2

3

3

in ravines and crags.

2

Odontoschisma sphagni (Dicks.)
Dumort.

1

Cephalozia loitlesbergeri Schiffn.
0

1

2

3

19 tetrads. Not infrequent on logs
in woodland, usually with
Metzgeria palmata and Scapania
umbrosa, but limited by the
paucity of suitable habitat as birch
logs often fall to pieces before
colonisation can occur.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Recorded only twice,
from hummocks of Sphagnum
austinii in a good mire at the head
of a tributary of Abhainn
a'Chnocain near Elphin and from a
mire south of Loch na Loinne, but
very easy to overlook. There is an
old record from Inchnadamph by
Nicholson in 1923.

Cladopodiella fluitans (Nees)
H.Buch

2

1

0

1

2

3

66 tetrads. Common and often
abundant on Sphagnum
hummocks and occasionally on
bare peat.

2

3

2
0

1

2

3

13 tetrads. An uncommon but
very locally abundant species,
usually growing with Sphagnum
species at the margin of pools,
often where there is some
moderate base-enrichment.

3

2

Odontoschisma denudatum (Mart.)
Dumort.

3

1

Cephalozia connivens (Dicks.)
Lindb.

3

1

1

0

1

2

3

8 tetrads. Scattered records from
peat banks and cuttings but
probably under-recorded.

Hygrobiella laxifolia (Hook.)
Spruce
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Surprisingly rare but
almost certainly overlooked; the
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4 tetrads. Surprisingly rare in
Assynt given the extent of suitable
habitat on wet rocks

Odontoschisma elongatum
(Lindb.) A.Evans
19 tetrads. One of the interesting

Bryophytes

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

finds of this survey was that this
nationally scarce species is a
frequent constituent of the
community of loch margins,
growing over gneiss gravel where
there has been some silt deposition
and where there is some flushing.

in extensive stands; it also occurs
lower down on wet stony paths.

the abundance of seemingly
suitable habitat.

Anthelia juratzkana (Limpr.)
Trevis

Barbilophozia atlantica (Kaal.)
Müll.Frib.

Cephaloziella hampeana (Nees)
Schiffn.

3

3

Recorded from the Little Assynt
area by Paton in 1969.

2

2

1

1

Cephaloziella divaricata (Sm.)
Schiffn.

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Only recorded on a few
occasions in limited quantity in dry
exposed liverwort or lichen crusts;
there will be further stands on the
higher hills where it has been
recorded from the Conival ridge by
Long in 1982.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

30 tetrads. Frequent and
sometimes locally abundant,
growing through other bryophyte
cushions on rocks and trees,
particularly in open, but humid,
sites.

Barbilophozia kunzeana
(Huebener) Müll.Frib.
Recorded from a mire above the
Stronechrubie cliffs by the
distinguished American
bryologists W.B.Schofield and
R.M.Schuster in 1978.

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Rare and in small
quantity, with other bryophytes on
dry, exposed, acidic and usually
south-facing rocks; Con a’Chreag
by Unapool, Creag Liath by
Clachtoll, by a tributary of the Allt
Sgiathaig and near Meallan Liath
Beag.

Barbilophozia attenuata (Mart.)
Loeske

3

2

Anthelia julacea (L.) Dumort.

Barbilophozia floerkei (F.Weber &
D.Mohr) Loeske

25 tetrads. Frequent in the more
montane areas, growing in wet,
acid, stony flushes and sometimes

31 tetrads. Widespread on
exposed rocks and scree but
nowhere very common despite

1

0

1

2

3

15 tetrads. Surprisingly sparse in
Assynt given its frequency on the
west coast further south; usually
mixed with other bryophytes on
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rocks and trees in humid
woodland.

Lophozia ventricosa (Dicks.)
Dumort.

1 tetrad. Very rare, with just one
record from a south-facing rock
outcrop in the Kirkaig ravine.

Barbilophozia lycopodioides
(Wallr.) Loeske

3

Lophozia obtusa (Lindb.) A.Evans

There is a record from the
Inchnadamph area by Paton in
1969.

2
3
1
2

Barbilophozia barbata (Schmidel
ex Schreb.) Loeske

0

1

2

3
1

72 tetrads. One of the most
common liverworts, occurring in a
wide variety of habitats but
particularly frequent on peat over
rocky outcrops, acid crags in
woodland, rotting logs and tree
bases.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This rare and distinctive
liverwort is recorded from just one
site at an unusually low altitude,
on a boulder in wooded, block
scree above Loch Dubh at Ardroe.

Lophozia sudetica (Nees ex
Huebener) Grolle
Lophozia incisa (Schrad.) Dumort.

12 tetrads. Widespread but
uncommon, usually occurring in a
bryophyte mat at the base of
boulders or, more rarely, on their
upper surface; there is a cluster of
records from the limestone but it is
not a noted calcicole.

3
3
2
2
1
1

Anastrepta orcadensis (Hook.)
Schiffn.

0

1

2

3
0

11 tetrads. A scattering of records
but usually in small quantity on the
tops of rocks in scree and on crags;
more work on the higher ground
would produce more records.

3

2

1

2

3

37 tetrads. Widespread and
frequent in a variety of damp, acid
habitats including peaty banks,
rotting logs and open, drier areas
in mires; usually in small quantity.

Lophozia excisa (Dicks.) Dumort.

1

Lophozia opacifolia (Culm.) Meyl.
0

1

2

3
3

48 tetrads. One of the most
frequent of the oceanic-montane
hepatics and common on heathy
banks, often with Sphagnum
capillifolium, and in rocky
woodland.

3
2
2
1
1
0

1

2

3
0
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1

2

3
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5 tetrads. Rare on damp, organic
soil in rocky crevices on top of the
higher hills; only recorded from
Conival, Glas Bheinn, Quinag,
Canisp and Suilven, with an older
record from Beinn an Fhurain by
Paton in 1960.

where it occurs on thin, damp soil
on ledges of crags; there is an
isolated locality on the Torridonian
at Stoer.

3

2

Leiocolea heterocolpos (Thed. ex
Hartm.) H.Buch

1

Lophozia bicrenata (Schmidel ex
Hoffm.) Dumort.

0

1

2

3
3

often abundant on damp, sheltered
limestone ledges or in calcareous
flushes; this plant also has
scattered sites in ravines or on
montane crags on the more baserich gneiss.

3

2

2

1

1

0

Leiocolea fitzgeraldiae Paton &
A.R.Perry
0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare but possibly
overlooked; both sites are on
shallow, damp organic soil over
rocks at low levels: Cam Loch at
south-east end and Airigh na
Beinne. Also recorded by Paton at
Little Assynt in 1960.

3

2

1

2

3

1 tetrad. The single locality, the
only West Sutherland site, is on a
ledge of a low, basic gneiss crag
north of Loch Gleannan na
Gaoithe, where it occurs with
Riccardia chamedryfolia,
Selaginella selaginoides and
Conocephalum conicum.

1

Leiocolea badensis (Gottsche)
Jörg.
Leiocolea gillmanii (Austin)
A.Evans

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. This distinctive but only
recently described species is
known from two sites on irrigated
basic gneiss crags on the south side
of Loch Assynt: Allt an Tiaghaich
and Cnoc Aird na Seilge.

3

Recorded from the limestone at
Inchnadamph by Paton in 1969.

Leiocolea turbinata (Raddi)
H.Buch

2

Leiocolea alpestris (Schleich. ex
F.Weber) Isov.

1

3

2
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This nationally rare
species has one site in Assynt, in
flushed calcareous grassland by a
tributary of the Abhainn
a’Chnocain above Knockan where
it occurs with Moerckia hibernica.

Leiocolea bantriensis (Hook.)
Jörg.
20 tetrads. Most frequent and

3

1

2
0
1

0

1

2

3

15 tetrads. Fairly frequent on the
limestone and the Fucoid Beds

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Two sites, one on the
dunes at Achmelvich and the other
on the limestone at Inchnadamph.
The rarity of this species, and of
Leiocolea badensis, is hard to
explain given the expanse of
limestone in the east of the parish.
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Gymnocolea inflata (Huds.)
Dumort.

24 tetrads. Widespread and
sometimes quite frequent,
particularly on the vertical, peat
capping on north-facing rocks
overhung by ‘leggy’ heather.

3

Anastrophyllum hellerianum (Nees
ex Lindenb.) R.M.Schust.

2

3

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

13 tetrads. Widespread but
uncommon; usually occurring
either as cushions on the edge of
peaty banks or as mats on wet peat
over stony ground.

2

3

3

1

Anastrophyllum joergensenii
Schiffn.
0

Sphenolobopsis pearsonii (Spruce)
R.M.Schust

2

often where snow accumulates, but
descending quite a long way down
on the north side of Quinag and
north of Glas Bheinn.

3
0

1

1

2

3

2 tetrads. This tiny liverwort
usually grows amongst algae on
the vertical bark of trees but also
occurs in an algal slime on steep
sheltered rocks: An Coimhleum on
the south side of Loch Assynt and
Allt a’Phollain.

3

2

1

2

Anastrophyllum saxicola (Schrad.)
R.M.Schuster

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A rare oceanic species
forming thin mats on sheltered,
vertical faces on quartzite crags in
two sites, An Ciomhleum, on the
south side of Loch Assynt and Allt
an Achaidh.

Anastrophyllum minutum (Schreb.)
R.M.Schust.

There is a record (and voucher
specimen in BBSUK) for this
nationally rare species from
Meallan Liath Mor, collected by
Ward in 1966. This is an
extraordinary record as all other
British sites for this ‘continental’
liverwort are in a small area of the
eastern Cairngorms. There is no
doubt that, apart from its oceanic
climate, the quartzite scree in the
Canisp area offers much,
seemingly suitable, habitat but an
extensive search in the area
indicated by the map reference was
unsuccessful.

0

1

2

3

5 tetrads. In similar habitat to
Anastrophyllum donianum and
almost always growing with it
making identication somewhat
problematic, particularly as it is
always much less frequent; there
are sites on Canisp, Beinn an
Fhurain, near Loch nam Caorach,
Coire Gorm and elsewhere on Glas
Bheinn, with good populations on
the last two hills.

Tritomaria exsectiformis (Breidl.)
Loeske

3
3

Anastrophyllum donnianum
(Hook.) Steph.

2

1

0
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1

2

3

10 tetrads. One of the most
distinctive of our large, oceanicmontane hepatics; it is locally
frequent in heathy ground and in
block scree on the higher hills,

2

1

0

1

2

3
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2 tetrads. Inexplicably rare in
Assynt given its frequency further
south, but this may be due to the
scarcity of its preferred habitat of
rotting logs: Alltana’bradhan and
Tòrr a’Ghamhna.

Jungermannia pumila With.
3
3

2

2

1

Tritomaria quinquedentata (Huds.)
H.Buch

1
0

1

2

3

scree on north-facing or sheltered
slopes and also in mires.

3

2

Mylia anomala (Hook.) Gray

1

0

1

2

3

13 tetrads. Much less common
than Jungermannia atrovirens and
more base-demanding and so most
stands are associated with wet
limestone rocks, usually in burns
or ravines.

3
0

1

2

3

78 tetrads. At home on both the
gneiss and the limestone, this
species is widespread and locally
frequent, often forming patches,
particularly on loch-side boulders
and sheltered basic crags.

Tritomaria polita (Nees) Jörg.

Jungermannia exsertifolia Steph.
ssp. cordifolia (Dumort.) Váña

2

1
3
0

1

2

3

29 tetrads. Widespread but
usually in small isolated stands in
Sphagnum hummocks in the least
disturbed mire areas, where it may
occur with Mylia taylori.

2

1

3

0

Jungermannia atrovirens Dumort.
2

1
3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare; this
interesting calcicole is only
recorded from the flushes south of
Loch Mhaolach-choire on the
limestone, one of only two sites in
West Sutherland.

Mylia taylori (Hook.) Gray
74 tetrads. Common and often
abundant in swelling, purple-red to
yellow-green cushions in rocky
woodland, moorland and block

1

2

3

18 tetrads. A number of scattered
localities, mostly in flushes on the
limestone or on the Torridonian
and notably absent from the
Schoenus flushes so typical of the
gneiss.

2

Jungermannia sphaerocarpa
Hook.

1

0

1

2

3
3

30 tetrads. Widespread and
locally frequent in damp places on
the limestone but also fairly
common on wet, moderately basic
rocks elsewhere.

2

1

0

1

2

3
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1 tetrad. This inconspicuous
liverwort has one record, from the
ravine of the river below Loch
Urigill.

Nardia compressa (Hook.) Gray
3
3

2

Jungermannia gracillima Sm.

2

1

1
3

0

1

2

3

Meallan Liath Beag and Uamh an
Tartair.

2

1

Jungermannia obovata Nees
0

1

2

3

25 tetrads. A frequent coloniser
of bare ground and so most often
recorded on gravelly loch margins
and stony paths; almost certainly
under-recorded.

6 tetrads. An uncommon plant in
the far north of Scotland and in
Assynt limited to a few sites on
acid rocks in burns where it can
form large stands.

3

2
1

2

3

8 tetrads. Uncommon in widely
scattered sites, all on wet acid
rocks in burns or ravines.

1

0

2

Jungermannia subelliptica (Lindb.
ex Kaal.) Levier

1

2

3
3

6 tetrads. Surprisingly infrequent
given the expanse of suitable
habitat in the form of wet rocks
and gravel by burns and in ravines;
it may not like the chemical
composition of the gneiss.

2

4 tetrads. A similar story to
Jungermannia hyalina, which may
strengthen the supposition about
the chemistry of the gneiss. Found
in Gleann Dorcha, the ravine at
north end of Loch Leitir Easaidh,
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1

2

3

59 tetrads. A common, almost
ubiquitous, species on disturbed
mineral soil, often forming
extensive mats at the sides of
tracks, in ravines, scree slopes and
loch margins.

Nardia geoscyphus (De Not.)
Lindb.

1

0

Jungermannia paroica (Schiffn.)
Grolle

3

2

0

0

2

Nardia scalaris Gray

Jungermannia hyalina Lyell

1

1

3

1

3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. In similar places to
Jungermannia obovata but more
restricted to base- rich habitats; the
one site is from wet soil over the
limestone behind Knockan.

There is an old record for this
species from ‘near Inverkirkaig’ by
Poore in 1955 and B.R.C. has
assigned this to v.c.108, but the
site could equally well be referred
to v.c.105.

Marsupella emarginata (Ehrh.)
Dumort.
79 tetrads. A very common
species on wet or periodically

Bryophytes

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

1

2

3

irrigated rocks in a wide variety of
acid habitats. No effort was made
to record the varieties, but var.
emarginata is by far the most
frequent with var. aquatica
probably quite common and var.
pearsonii much less so.

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

tops of rocks in scree in a mat with
Andreaea species: Fuaran nan
Each and Bealach Traligill.

abundant on the steep faces of
sheltered crags and large rocks in
scree.

Marsupella adusta (Nees) Spruce

Gymnomitrion crenulatum
Gottsche ex Carrington

Recorded from the Inchnadamph
area by Paton in 1969.
Marsupella sphacelata (Gieseke
ex Lindenb.) Dumort.
Not seen during this survey but
recorded from Allt Poll an
Droighinn by Nicholson in 1923
and from Sàil Gharbh by Schuster
in 1978.

3

Marsupella alpina (Gottsche ex
Limpr.) Bernet
Recorded from ‘Ben Fhurain’ by
Nicholson in 1921 and he made an
earlier (1899) record from
Inchnadamph area.

2

1

0

Marsupella funckii (F.Weber &
D.Mohr) Dumort.

Gymnomitrion concinnatum
(Lightf.) Corda

3

1

2

3

17 tetrads. As widespread as
Gymnomitrion obtusum but always
occurring as much smaller stands,
forming small, tight, red cushions
on more exposed rocks.

3
2

Douinia ovata (Dicks.) H.Buch
2

1
1
3
0

1

2

3
0

4 tetrads. Rare but possibly
overlooked; all the sites are on the
firm organic soil developed at the
sides of old paths and stands on the
Suilven path are quite frequent.

1

2

3

4 tetrads. The rarest of the three
Gymnomitrion species occurring in
Assynt, usually growing as
cushions on exposed rocks on high
ground, as on Quinag and Canisp,
with a lower site at Knockan.

Marsupella sprucei (Limpr.)
Bernet
Gymnomitrion obtusum Lindb.
2 tetrads. Apparently rare, but
more time spent surveying in the
higher hills would have produced
more sites; both sites are on the

15 tetrads. Widely scattered in the
more montane areas where its
grey-green cushions can be locally

2

1

0

1

2

3

20 tetrads. An attractive little
liverwort which forms thin, greygreen patches on dry, acid rocks in
sheltered places, usually in rocky
woodland or on large rocks in
scree.
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Diplophyllum albicans (L.)
Dumort

Scapania nemorea (L.) Grolle
3
3

2

3

2

1

2

1
1

0

0

1

2

3

101 tetrads. Unsurprisingly, one
of the most common and abundant
liverworts in Assynt, growing on
most substrates apart from bare
limestone and extending to the
tops of the hills.

1

2

3

from the Inchnadamph limestone
by Nicholson.

Scapania scandica (Arnell &
H.Buch) Macvicar

1

2

3

34 tetrads. The ‘greasy’, green
cushions, usually with red
gemmae, are widespread but local
on rocks and logs in humid sites in
rocky woodland and ravines.

Scapania irrigua (Nees) Nees

3

Diplophyllum obtusifolium (Hook.)
Dumort.

0

2
3

There is an old record in B.R.C.
for the N.N.R. at Inchnadamph
with no other information; this
should probably be disregarded.

Scapania compacta (Roth) Dumort

1
2
0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. In similar ‘pioneer’
habitats to Diplophyllum albicans
and Nardia scalaris but much less
common and easily overlooked.

1

0

1

2

3

Scapania umbrosa (Schrad.)
Dumort

9 tetrads. Most frequent as part of
the community on the gravel
shores of the larger lochs and
probably under-recorded.

3

Scapania degenii Schiffn. ex Müll.
Frib.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

14 tetrads. Scattered round
Assynt usually at low levels, with
most sites being associated with
sunny coastal rocks or boulders on
loch margins.

2
3
1
2
0

1

2

3
1

Scapania cuspiduligera (Nees)
Müll. Frib.
1 tetrad. Only recorded recently
by Long in 1982 from the
calcareous dunes at Achmelvich
but there is an earlier record (1921)
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40 tetrads. Most common on low,
sloping rocks and rotting logs in
woodland but also occurring on
bare peat under long heather.

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This fine species has just
one isolated site in Assynt, the
only one in West Sutherland; it
occurs as a healthy population in

Bryophytes

one flush below basic gneiss crags
in Coire Gorm on the north side of
Glas Bheinn.

Scapania undulata (L.) Dumort.

Scapania gracilis Lindb.
3
3

2

2

1
3

1
0

2

1

2

3

frequent in acid flushes, sometimes
forming extensive patches.

1

0

1

2

3

89 tetrads. Common and usually
abundant on wet rocks in burns, on
loch margins and other irrigated
rocks, usually with Marsupella
emarginata and Racomitrium
aciculare; also in upland flushes,
sometimes with Scapania
uliginosa.

Scapania aequiloba (Schwägr.)
Dumort.

0

1

2

3

102 tetrads. The most frequent of
the species of Scapania occurring,
often in great quantity, on
sheltered rocks and trees and also
in block scree and the bryophyterich community under tall heather
on humid slopes.

3

Scapania ornithopodioides (With.)
Waddell

2

1
3

Scapania subalpina (Nees ex
Lindenb.) Dumort.

0

1

2

3

8 tetrads. Apparently strictly
limited to the limestone or the
Fucoid Beds where it occurs in
sheltered crevices; difficult to
distinguish from the more common
Scapania aspera in the field and
possibly under-recorded.

3

2

1

Scapania aspera M. & H.Bernet
0

1

2

3

11 tetrads. An uncommon plant
of bigger burns, where it usually
occurs as silt-encrusted cushions
on rocks or gravel, above normal
water-levels, but where it is
regularly inundated.

Scapania uliginosa (Sw. ex
Lindenb.) Dumort.
10 tetrads. In similar habitats to
Scapania undulata but limited to
montane sites where it is most

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

14 tetrads. This large and
beautiful, dull-red liverwort is a
frequent constituent of the oceanicmontane hepatic mat that occurs
under dwarf-shrub heath, in scree
and at the base of crags on north or
north-east facing slopes on the
bigger hills.

2

Scapania nimbosa Taylor ex
Lehm.

1

0

1

2

3

29 tetrads. Common and often
abundant on the limestone and
occurring more sparingly on baserich gneiss.

7 tetrads. Another fine and easily
recognised species and part of the
same community as Scapania
ornithopodioides but much less
common and apparently more
strictly limited to montane sites:
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3

3

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

Sàil Gorm and Bàthaich Cuinneige
on Quinag, Coire Dearg on Glas
Bheinn, Fuaran nan Each, Na
Tuadhan, above Lochan na
Caorach and on Meallan Liath
Mor.

Leptoscyphus cuneifolius (Hook.)
Mitt.

a low cliff on the south side of
Loch na Loinne, an unusual, inland
site for what is almost exclusively
a coastal plant in Britain.
Geocalyx graveolens is included
on Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act.

0

1

2

3

occurring on logs and rocks in
woodland.

Chiloscyphus polyanthos (L.)
Corda

Harpanthus flotovianus (Nees)
Nees
This species of montane flushes
was recorded from Beinn an
Fhurain by Ratcliffe in 1952.

Harpanthus scutatus (F.Weber &
D.Mohr) Spruce
This species was recorded from a
peaty bank by Loch Nedd by Birks
in 1972, the only West Sutherland
locality, though it occurs on peat
and rocks on the West Ross side of
the River Kirkaig.

3

2
3
1
2

Saccogyna viticulosa (L.) Dumort.
0

1

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. This tiny liverwort is a
rare epiphyte forming small
intricate patches on the trunks of
older birches in rocky woodland
on shaded slopes; never in great
quantity in Assynt and almost
invariably occurring with
Plagiochila punctata: An
Coimhleum, woodland east of
Manse Loch, Aird na Seilge and
Garbh Dhoire.

33 tetrads. Widespread but
usually in small quantity and most
frequent on the limestone,
occurring on stones in burns and
flushes. Regrettably, no attempt
was made to distinguish
Chiloscyphus pallescens but it is
likely that most plants are
Chiloscyphus polyanthos.

3

2

1

0

Geocalyx graveolens (Schrad.)
Nees

1

2

3

61 tetrads. A widespread and
locally abundant oceanic liverwort
of steep, wet rocks and soil in
woodland and ravines and
occasionally loch margins.

3

Lophocolea bidentata (L.) Dumort.
44 tetrads. A common species of
grassy places and occasionally

Plagiochila carringtonii (Balf.)
Grolle

2

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This nationally rare
liverwort has one site in Assynt, on
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21 tetrads. Another large and
distinctive member of the oceanicmontane hepatic community,
forming yellow-green cushions
under heather, on crag ledges and
in scree on rocky north and east
facing slopes; it extends down to

Bryophytes

Plagiochila spinulosa (Dicks.)
Dumort.
3

3

2

2

3

1

1

2

0

1

2

3

1

quite low altitudes and occurs
rarely in rocky woodland.

Plagiochila porelloides (Torr. ex
Nees) Lindenb.

3

2

0

0

1

2

3

60 tetrads. One of the most
frequent constituents, with
Scapania gracilis and
Hymenophyllum wilsonii, of the
community on rocks in oceanic
woodland. It also occurs on rocks
in scree and under heather on
north- or north-east facing slopes
in the hills.

1

2

3

and, rarely, Leptoscyphus
cuneifolius.

Plagiochila exigua (Taylor) Taylor

3

2

1

Plagiochila killarniensis Pearson

1

0
0

1

2

1

2

3

3

1 tetrad. This tiny liverwort is
very rare this far north in Scotland
and this survey produced only one
record, from Creag an Spardain.
There is an older record from
woods on the south side of Loch
Assynt, probably An Coimhleum,
by Birks in 1966.

3

86 tetrads. A common liverwort
of periodically irrigated rocks in
burns and sides of ravines; also
occurring on drier basic rocks and
can be abundant on the limestone.

Plagiochila asplenioides (L.)
Dumort.

3

2

2

1

0

1

2

3

12 tetrads. By far the least
common of the larger oceanic
Plagiochila species and always in
small stands; it usually occurs on
rather open but humid rocks which
are somewhat base-rich and get
some sunshine.

Pleurozia purpurea Lindb.

Plagiochila punctata Taylor

1

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

12 tetrads. This large and handsome plant is almost restricted to
the richer soils on damp banks in
coastal woodland where it can be
quite frequent.

34 tetrads. Occurs in similar
habitats to Plagiochila spinulosa
but is most frequent as cushions on
older birch trees in humid
woodland with Scapania gracilis

0

1

2

3

71 tetrads. This common and
unmistakable species is frequent
on peat in all kinds of wet heath
and mires and in scree on north
and north-east facing slopes.
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Radula complanata (L.) Dumort.

3

2

35 tetrads. The attractive greenbrown mats of this oceanic species
are a frequent feature of damp,
sloping rocks in the better ravines
and rocky woodland and it also
occurs on periodically irrigated
coastal rocks and montane crags
up to 500m. on Canisp.

Porella cordeana (Huebener)
Moore

Ptilidium ciliare (L.) Hampe

1

3

2

1

0

1

2

3
0

67 tetrads. Common as an
epiphyte on hazel and willows in
woodland on better soils but also
frequent on damp rocks in
woodland, ravines and crags,
particularly where the rock is
somewhat base-rich.

3

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare, occurring in just
two places, on damp limestone in
the Allt nan Uamh and on a
limestone wall at Lyne; there is an
older record from trees by the
Traligill by Warburg and
Crundwell in 1960.

2

1

0

Radula lindenbergiana Gottsche
ex C.Hartm.

1

3

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Apparently rare in
Assynt; the wet heaths and block
scree are possibly too wet, but
there may well be more sites in
drier heath on higher ground.

Porella arboris-vitae (With.)
Grolle

3
2

Ptilidium pulcherrimum (Weber)
Vainio

2

1

Recorded from Lochinver by
Nicholson in 1921.
0

1

2

1

3
0

2 tetrads. Rare and only recorded
from moderately basic rocks at two
sites, Airigh Bheag at Clachtoll
and Bealach Traligill. There is an
older record from the Allt nan
Uamh by Birks et al. in 1966.

1

2

3

Porella platyphylla (L.) Pfeiff.
4 tetrads. Inexplicably rare given
the extent of base-rich rock in the
area: Sàil Gorm on Quinag, Allt
nan Uamh, Liath Bhad and a
ravine at the north end of Loch
Leitir Easaidh.

3

2

Radula aquilegia (Hook.f. &
Taylor) Gottsche, Lindenb. & Nees

Porella obtusata (Taylor) Trevis

1

0

1

2

3

3

3

2 tetrads. Rare with just two sites,
on the limestone by the Allt na
Uamh and on Torridonian on the
north shore of Loch Veyatie.

2

1

2

1

0
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1

2

3

0

1

2

3

Bryophytes

9 tetrads. Surprisingly, the most
common of the Porella species
here, occurring most frequently on
rocks just above normal water
level in the larger ravines. Some
stands, particularly on the Kirkaig
River, in Gleann Leireag and on
the Oldany River, are extensive.

Drepanolejeunea hamatifolia
(Hook.) Schiffn.
3

2

3

1

Frullania tamarisci (L.) Dumort.

2

0

1

2

3

1

coast, on rocks that are open but
not too exposed.

0

1

2

3

3

Frullania fragilifolia (Taylor)
Gottsche, Lindenb. & Nees

2

1
3
0

1

2

3

102 tetrads. One of the most
common liverworts, occurring as
an epiphyte on most trees, on dry
rocks of all types and in limestone
and coastal turf.

2

1

0

Frullania teneriffae (F.Weber)
Nees

3

22 tetrads. This tiny oceanic
liverwort usually occurs as thin
patches on the vertical faces of
rocks in burns, where it is humid
but where scouring is absent; it can
also occur on sheltered humid
faces at the base of montane crags
and on boulders by lochs where it
may also occur as an epiphyte on
leggy heather.

1

2

3

68 tetrads. Widespread but often
quite local, although some stands
are large; it particularly favours the
base-rich facies of the gneiss,
especially on south-facing rocks
and is rather rare as an epiphyte.

Harpalejeunea molleri (Steph.)
Grolle
(H. ovata (Hook.) Schiffn.)

3

2

1

2

Frullania dilatata (L.) Dumort.

1

0

1

2

3

23 tetrads. Widespread, but much
less frequent than Frullania
tamarisci, favouring more open
and rocky sites and rare as an
epiphyte; all the best sites are on
coastal rocks.

Frullania microphylla (Gottsche)
Pearson
6 tetrads. Not known in West
Sutherland before this survey and
found in six sites, mostly on the

2

3

27 tetrads. Similar in its
requirements to Drepanolejeunea
hamatifolia and often growing
with it, but more tolerant of basic
conditions. It also occurs as an
epiphyte on hazel in some areas of
coastal woodland and in ravines.

3
0

1

2

1

0

1

2

3

36 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant on hazel in some of the
better woodlands particularly near
the coast, but rare on rocks and
absent from much of the area.

Microlejeunea ulicina (Tayl.)
A.Evans
(Lejeunea ulicina (Taylor)
Gottsche, Lindenb. & Nees)
5 tetrads. Remarkably rare in
Assynt given its frequency only a
little further south; all sites are on
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damp rocks in ravines and on
periodically irrigated coastal rocks.
3

3

Lejeunea patens Lindb.

2

2

1

1
3

0

1

2

3

old birches in woodland on north
facing slopes: Ardvar, Creag an
Spardain, Allt an Tiaghaich, An
Coimhleum and Bad a’Bhainne.
woodland.

Lejeunea cavifolia (Ehrh.) Lindb.

3

2

0

2

1

2

3

forms small dense, green patches;
only at all frequent on damp
limestone.

1

0

1

2

3

74 tetrads. This is the common
Lejeunea species in most of the
burns and ravines in Assynt,
forming distinctive, whitish-green
patches on sheltered faces of
rocks; it also occurs on rocks on
loch margins and on crags but is
largely absent from the limestone
areas.

Aphanolejeunea microscopica
(Taylor) A.Evans

3

2

1
1

Colura calyptrifolia (Hook.)
Dumort.
0

1

2

0

54 tetrads. Widespread and
locally frequent on damp rocks
particularly where they are baserich and seems to be the only
Lejeunea species on the limestone;
very occasionally it occurs as an
epiphyte on hazel.

Lejeunea lamacerina (Steph.)
Schiffn.

3

2

3

Fossombronia foveolata Lindb.

1

0

1

2

3
3

2

1

0

2

3

12 tetrads. Scattered sites in the
north-west of Assynt on sloping,
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3

2

Cololejeunea calcarea (Lib.)
Schiffn.

1

1

2

23 tetrads. The last and least of
the tiny Lejeunaceae, forming tiny,
bright-green patches on damp
rocks in ravines, usually where
they are wooded.

23 tetrads. This delightful little
oceanic liverwort is often an
associate of Drepanolejeunea
hamatifolia on the vertical faces of
humid rocks in ravines and on
sheltered crags.

0

1

3

18 tetrads. Another tiny liverwort,
somewhat resembling
Drepanolejeunea hamatifolia but
restricted to basic rocks where it

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare but probably
overlooked, on fine bare silt and
sand on loch margins and in
flushes; it is frequent on the shore
of Loch na h-Airigh Fraoich and at
the west end of Loch na Bruthaich.

Bryophytes

Pellia epiphylla (L.) Corda

Pellia epiphylla in more base-rich
habitats where it can form
extensive mats.

3

Moerckia hibernica (Hook.)
Gottsche

2

3

2

1

1
3

0

1

2

3

91 tetrads. Very common on acid
soil on damp banks, in woodland,
at the base of crags, ditches and on
marshy ground.

0

3

2

3

bryophytes in Schoenus flushes on
the gneiss.

2

1

Riccardia multifida (L.) Gray
0

Pellia neesiana (Gottsche) Limpr.

1

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare and only
known from flushed calcareous
grassland by a tributary of the
Abhainn a’Chnocain, above
Knockan, where it occurs with
Leiocolea gilmanii.

3

2

1

2

Blasia pusilla L.

0

1

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

8 tetrads. Apparently rare, but the
fertile material necessary to
distinguish it from Pellia epiphylla
is often absent; usually in wetter
ground and sometimes forming
turfs of upright thalli, often with
Juncus species on marshy ground.

16 tetrads. Scattered sites, usually
on wet rocks in ravines or on crags
and less commonly in flushes; it
does not seem to like the gneiss.

3

2

Riccardia chamedryfolia (With.)
Grolle

1

0

1

2

3
3

Pellia endiviifolia (Dicks.)
Dumort.

9 tetrads. Uncommon in Assynt,
occurring on the gravels of loch
margins and burns where patches
can be quite large.

2

1

Aneura pinguis (L.) Dumort.

3

0

93 tetrads. A very common
species of moderate to strongly
base-rich flushes and wet rocks
and one of the few constant

2

1

0

1

2

1

2

3

50 tetrads. Widespread in similar
habitats to Riccardia multifida but
much more frequent and preferring
at least moderately base-rich
substrates.

3

51 tetrads. This common
liverwort can be seen as replacing
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Riccardia incurvata Lindb.

through Sphagnum hummocks, but
also occurring in other bryophyte
cushions on wet ledges of baserich crags and in flushes.

3

3

2

Metzgeria fruticulosa (Dicks.)
A.Evans

2

1

1
0

1

2

3

3
0

1

2

sites, particularly on the faces of
boulders in ravines.

3

7 tetrads. Widespread but rare
and always in small quantity;
occurs as patches of thalli in tight
moss cushions, often of
Gymnostomum aeruginosum, in
flushes or on wet ledges of baserich crags.

Riccardia palmata (Hedw.)
Carruth.

2

Metzgeria leptoneura Spruce

1

0

1

2

3
3

1 tetrad. Very rare, with just one
site on an old elder by the roadside
in Nedd.

2

1

Metzgeria furcata (L.) Dumort.
3

0

2

1

1
0

1

2

2

3

1 tetrad. The only recent record is
from the base-rich woodland at
Duart by Nedd, but there is an
older record from wet rocks, above
Lochan Bealaich Cornaidh, Quinag
by Crundwell in 1951.

3

2

1

3

28 tetrads. A common species on
rotting logs, often with Nowellia
curvifolia and Scapania umbrosa,
and more rarely on damp peat.

Riccardia latifrons (Lindb.) Lindb.

0

1

2

3

59 tetrads. The flat, yellow-green
patches of this liverwort are a
common feature as an epiphyte,
particularly on hazel, and also on
steep, dry faces of moderately
basic rocks.

Apometzgeria pubescens Kuwah.

3

2

1

Metzgeria conjugata Lindb.

3

39 tetrads. Superficially similar to
Metzgeria furcata, this is usually a
larger plant, forming more loosely
attached patches on rocks in humid

2

1

0

1

2

3

17 tetrads. An uncommon species
most frequently found growing
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0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Surprisingly rare
considering the extent of the
limestone; recorded from
Achmelvich and from the
limestone at Stronechrubie and
above Knockan. There are several
older records from Inchnadamph
and the Allt nan Uamh.

Bryophytes

Lunularia cruciata Adans.

3

overlooked; occurs on south facing
basic gneiss in Gleann Ardbhair.
First recorded from the limestone
at Elphin by Perry in1960 and
there are two other records from
Knockan and the Allt nan Uamh.

2

3

2

1

Preissia quadrata (Scop.) Nees
1
0

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Occurs as a garden weed
at Nedd and was recorded from a
garden path, Stoer House, Stoer by
Reid in 1960; presumably it occurs
in similar sites elsewhere.

3

Riccia subbifurca Croz.
1

1

2

3

67 tetrads. A common species on
the soil on ledges of base-rich
crags and occasionally in stony
flushes.

Marchantia polymorpha L. sensu
lato

3
1

2

3

53 tetrads. An unmistakeable
thalloid liverwort with a strong
smell, often forming large mats on
damp, humus-rich soil on banks, at
the base of crags and on thin soil
over rocks in ravines, almost
always where deeply shaded.

Reboulia hemisphaerica (L.) Raddi

3

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. A rare plant in Assynt
occurring in flushed ground at sea
level at Achmelvich, up in the hills
at Imir Fada and on the limestone
at Loch Mhaolach-coire. There is
also a record from boulders in the
Allt nan Uamh by Perry in 1960.

1

2 tetrads. Recorded from soil over
rocks by the Baddidarach road in
Lochinver by Blockeel in 1992,
2

1

3

Riccia sorocarpa Bisch.

1

2

1

2

0

3

1 tetrad. The only site is on soil in
the crevices of an exposed slab of
Torridonian sandstone on the sea
cliffs at Clachtoll, where it was
found in 1998, the first locality for
West Sutherland.

1

0

3

2

3

2

2

and with the R.subbifurca at
Clachtoll in 1998 (see below).

0

Conocephalum conicum (L.)
Domort.

1

3

1 tetrad. Very rare but possibly
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Sphagnum teres (Schimp.) Angstr.

MOSSES
3

Sphagnum austinii Sull. ex Aust.
(S. imbricatum Hornsch. ex
Russow subsp. austinii (Sull. ex
Aust.) Flatberg)

3

2

2

1

1
0

3

1

2

3

movement, often with Juncus
effusus, Molinia caerulea and
Sphagnum fallax.

2

1

Sphagnum magellanicum Brid.
0

1

2

3

7 tetrads. Scattered localities but
generally rare and restricted to the
least disturbed mires, usually
valley or saddle mires, and often as
isolated hummocks; often
associated with Sphagnum fuscum,
and absent from areas of peat
cutting or muir-burn.

3

1

2

3

11 tetrads. Widespread but
sparse, though occasionally
frequent in some flushed mire
areas on the gneiss; apparently
largely absent from the
Torridonian and the limestone.

3

Sphagnum fimbriatum Wilson
2

Recorded from the Allt nan Uamh
by Birks et al. in 1966.

1

Sphagnum girgensohnii Russow
0

Sphagnum papillosum Lindb.

0

1

2

3

31 tetrads. Widespread in the
wetter, least disturbed mires,
forming lawns and hummocks, but
also in old peat cuttings in some
places.

2

Sphagnum squarrosum Crome

3

2

1

1
0
3
0

1

2

2

64 tetrads. Common in wet areas,
usually where there is some water

3

1

Sphagnum russowii Warnst.
0

Sphagnum palustre L. var. palustre

2

9 tetrads. A few scattered
localities on sheltered, flushed
banks, often in woodland; possibly
under-recorded.

3

88 tetrads. Common and often
abundant in most mires and
sometimes forming large
hummocks, particularly where the
peat is deep.

1

1

2

3

10 tetrads. An uncommon species
in Assynt with sites in wet
woodland, often under sallows, but
also in flushed ground in the hills.

There is an unlocalised record
from NC22 by Birks et al. in 1967.

Sphagnum quinquefarium (Lind.
Ex Braithw.) Warnst.
22 tetrads. Widespread but
nowhere frequent, occurring on
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Bryophytes

Sphagnum fuscum (Schimp.)
H.Klinggr.
3

2

sites on rather open shallow peat in
wet heath or degraded mire;
probably over-looked elsewhere.
There are older records from Little
Assynt and the Point of Stoer.

3

1

Sphagnum strictum Sull.

2

0

1

2

3

1
3

steep banks in rocky woodland,
often with a northerly aspect.

Sphagnum warnstorfii Russow

0

1

2

3

12 tetrads. Scattered sites in the
better mire areas, often with
Sphagnum austinii and sometimes
forming substantial hummocks.

2

1

0

1

2

3

3

2

Sphagnum subnitens Russ. &
Warnst. var. subnitens

3 tetrads. Confirmed from just
three sites on open shallow peat in
wet heath but possibly overlooked.

3

Sphagnum compactum Lam. &
DC.

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Only recorded from the
flushed margin of a mire at Oldany
but possibly overlooked elsewhere.

2

3

1

2
0

Sphagnum capillifolium (Ehrh.)
Hedw.

3

2

1

2

3

89 tetrads. A common species,
occurring in a wide variety of wet
habitats including rocky banks,
edges of flushes, wet woodland
and flushed slopes under heather.
All Assynt plants are presumably
var. subnitens.

1

0

1

2

3

46 tetrads. Widespread, but not
usually in any great abundance, on
open areas in wet heaths and
degraded, peaty ground.

Sphagnum molle Sull.

1

Sphagnum subsecundum Nees
0

1

2

3
3

105 tetrads. Very common and
usually abundant in both mire and
heathland and, with the large
oceanic-montane hepatics, forming
an important community on steep
rocky slopes in the hills. No
attempt was made to distinguish
between subsp. capillifolium and
subsp. rubellum.

3

2

2

1

1
0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Only recorded from

0

1

2

3
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2 tetrads. Very rare in two small
mire areas with run-off from baserich rocks on the upper part of the
Allt nan Uamh and on the Cam
Alltan at Knockan.

Sphagnum inundatum Russow
(S. auriculatum Schimp. var.
inundatum (Russow) M.O.Hill)

Sphagnum cuspidatum Ehrh. ex
Hoffm.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

1

near Lochinver. There is an older
record from Knockan by Birks et
al. in 1967.

3

2

Sphagnum platyphyllum (Lindb. ex
Braithw.) Warnst.

1

0

1

2

1

2

3

71 tetrads. Very common in bog
pools and in wet areas of mires and
can be frequent in old peat
cuttings.

Sphagnum fallax (H.Klinggr.)
H.Klinggr. subsp. fallax
(S. recurvum P.Beauv. var.
mucronatum (Russow) Warnst.)

3
3

2 tetrads. Only recorded from two
localities but almost certainly
overlooked elsewhere.

0

2

1

Sphagnum denticulatum Brid.
(S. auriculatum Schimp.)

3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Only known from one
base-rich flush, below gneiss crags
in Coire Gorm on the north side of
Glas Bheinn.

3

2

1

2
0

Sphagnum tenellum (Brid.) Bory

1

0

1

2

3
3

100 tetrads. Common as
extensive lawns at the margin of
bog pools and in acid flushes, and
as swelling mats on flushed rocks
in woodland and high into the
hills.

2

1

0
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2

3

68 tetrads. Common in a variety
of wet acid habitats but probably
most frequent as carpets with
Juncus effusus or Sphagnum
palustre in wet valley bottoms.

Sphagnum angustifolium
(C.E.O.Jensen ex Russow)
C.E.O.Jensen
(S. recurvum P.Beauv. var. tenue
H.Klinggr.)
1

2

3

Sphagnum contortum Schultz
2 tetrads. Rare in base-rich mires,
usually with Campylium stellatum
var. stellatum and Drepanocladus
revolvens: Balchladich and in a
bog just south of the River Inver

1

60 tetrads. Occurs in a variety of
acid peaty habitats but is most
frequent on Sphagnum-rich areas
of wet heath and, with Sphagnum
capillifolium, returns quite quickly
after burning.

1 tetrad. Only recorded from the
one site in the Cromalt Hills,
where it occurs in some abundance

Bryophytes

Andreaea rothii F.Weber &
D.Mohr
3

3

2

2

3

1

1

2

0

1

2

3

1

in tall heather on wet heath, but
probably overlooked elsewhere.

0

0

1

2

3

46 tetrads. Generally much less
common than Andreaea rupestris
and limited to acid rocks which are
regularly irrigated, where it can
form extensive patches. No
attempt was made to distinguish
between subsp. rothii and subsp.
falcata.

Andreaea alpina Hedw.

3

2

1

2

3

persisting longer in closed
communities and frequent on
disturbed soil in the higher hills.

Polytrichum alpinum Hedw.

3

2

Andreaea megistospora
B.M.Murray

1

0

1

2

3

18 tetrads. Frequent on the higher
hills but very local at lower
altitudes, on wet rocks and shallow
mineral soil on ledges of crags,
often where the substrate is
somewhat base-rich.

1

Collected ‘south of Unapool’ by
the American bryologists
Schofield and Schuster in 1978.

Pogonatum aloides (Hedw.)
P.Beauv.

0

1

2

3

14 tetrads. Sometimes common in
drier heathy ground on the higher
hills and possibly overlooked
elsewhere.

Polytrichum formosum Hedw.
Andreaea rupestris Hedw.

3

2

3

3
1

2

2
0

1

2

3

1

1

0

1

2

3

65 tetrads. Common and often
abundant both on exposed dry
rocks and where water tracks down
rock surfaces, but absent from the
limestone. No attempt was made
to distinguish between var.
rupestris and var. papillosa.

31 tetrads. Widely scattered sites
where it is usually an early colonist
of mineral soil, on steep eroding
banks, root-plates of fallen trees
and new tracks.

Pogonatum urnigerum (Hedw.)
P.Beauv.

0

1

2

3

54 tetrads. Common and locally
frequent in the better areas of
woodland and a characteristic
species of the deep bryophyte cap
on the tops of boulders in rocky
woodland.

26 tetrads. A similar ecology to
Pogonatum aloides, but possibly
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Polytrichum commune Hedw. var.
commune

walls, and extending to the tops of
the hills.
3

Polytrichum strictum Brid.
(P. alpestre Hoppe)

3

2

1

2
3
1

0
2
0

1

2

1

2

3

most frequent in woodland but also
in ravines and at the base of crags.

3
1

70 tetrads. Common and often
abundant in a variety of wet
habitats including boggy
woodland, wet grassland with
Juncus effusus and in mires.

Polytrichum piliferum Hedw.

Tetraphis pellucida Hedw.
0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Surprisingly uncommon
despite the extent of seemingly
suitable habitat; all sites are in
hummocks with Sphagnum species
in undisturbed mires.

3

2

1

Oligotrichum hercynicum (Hedw.)
Lam. & DC.

3

0

2

2
0

1

2

3

55 tetrads. Common in a variety
of well drained sites including the
tops of boulders and walls,
gravelly soils under heather and
gravel by burns and lochs.

Polytrichum juniperinum Hedw.

1

0

1

2

3

3

12 tetrads. A coloniser of
disturbed, often eroding, gravelly
soils in the hills; most frequent on
the highest ground but with
occasional sites lower down.

3

Atrichum undulatum (Hedw.)
P.Beauv.

2

2

22 tetrads. Widespread but
always local, occurring most
frequently on peaty soils in shaded,
humid sites, especially on the peat
capping on crags or boulders in
woodland, under ‘leggy’ heather
and very occasionally on rotting
logs.

3

1

1

Diphyscium foliosum (Hedw.)
Mohr

3

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

40 tetrads. Frequent in a variety
of dry sites on open, gravelly or
sandy soils, tops of boulders and
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38 tetrads. A common species of
damp sheltered sites on good but
not necessarily calcareous soils,
often where there has been some
disturbance;

0

1

2

3

9 tetrads. Uncommon but
possibly overlooked when not
fruiting; occurs in the bryophyte
mat at the top of acidic, steep,
often overhanging, earthy banks on

Bryophytes

crags, the sides of burns and
occasionally the tops of old walls.

Distichium capillaceum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
3

Archidium alternifolium (Hedw.)
Schimp.

2

3

1

2

3
0
2

1

2

3

1

more work on the higher ground
will produce further records.

0

1

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare but possibly
overlooked; only recorded from
near the coast at Loch Ardbhair, by
Crundwell on the B.B.S meeting in
1992.

Ditrichum heteromallum (Hedw.)
Britt.

Ditrichum flexicaule (Schwägr.)
Hampe

19 tetrads. Common in sheltered
crevices on the limestone but
rather rare elsewhere on basic
ledges on crags.

Distichium inclinatum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

3

2

3

1

2
0

3

1

2

3

7 tetrads. Uncommon and almost
restricted to the limestone where it
usually forms tight, dark-green
cushions on the tops of low
outcrops and boulders.

2

1

0

1

2

3

15 tetrads. A colonist of disturbed
stony soils where there has been
erosion in ravines, newly
excavated tracks or on the margin
of fine scree in the hills.

Ditrichum zonatum (Brid.)
Braithw. var. zonatum
2 tetrads. Only recorded from the
shallow lithosols on the stony
terraces west of the summit of
Suilven and from similar ground at
the head of Coire Gorm on Glas
Bheinn;

Ditrichum gracile (Mitt.) Kuntze
(D. crispatissimum (Müll.Hal.)
Paris)

1

0

1

2

3

5 tetrads. Rare and limited to
damp, shaded ledges on limestone
crags, with one site on damp,
calcareous sand at Achmelvich.

Ceratodon purpureus (Hedw.)
Brid.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

30 tetrads. Frequent and
sometimes abundant in flushed
grassland on the limestone and on
stable sand dunes, with scattered
sites on the more base-rich gneiss.

1

0

1

2

3

34 tetrads. A widespread species
of dry, acid sites where there is
little competition and often where
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there has been some nutrient
enrichment; in Assynt it is
particularly frequent on ‘birdperch’ sites on rocks and posts.

Rhabdoweisia fugax (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

3

Loch Leathad an Lochain
(Inverkirkaig) and Con a’Chreag.

avoiding flushes with Schoenus
nigricans.

Oncophorus virens (Hedw.) Brid.

Dicranella schreberiana (Hedw.)
Dixon

2

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare and only
recorded from sheltered acid crags
at Fuaran nan Each. Unfortunately
a voucher was not retained so this
record, though new for the vicecounty, cannot be entered into the
v.c.108 list.

There is one record for this
interesting species from limestone
on the bed of an intermittent
stream at Inchnadamph by Coker
in 1966.

3

2

Dichodontium pellucidum (Hedw.)
Schimp.

1

0

Rhabdoweisia crispata (Dicks.)
Lindb.

2

3

2 tetrads. On disturbed soil which
is at least somewhat calcareous;
rare but probably overlooked.
There is an older record from a
ditch by the road at Elphin (Smith,
1960).

2

3

1

3

1

2
0

1

0

1

2

3

5 tetrads. Rare in sheltered
crevices of dry acid crags;
recorded from Con a’Chreag,
Fuaran nan Each, Garbh Dhoire,
Ruigh Chnoc and an older record
from the Allt na Ghamhna by Long
in 1973.

Cynodontium jenneri (Schimp.)
Stirt.
2 tetrads. Very rare in crevices of
dry, acid crags; recorded from
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1

2

3

52 tetrads. Common on wet rocks
and gravel on the margins of burns
and on wet crags in ravines; it is
particularly frequent on the
limestone. No sporophytes
(essential for distinguishing D.
flavescens) were seen so all
records are mapped as D.
pellucidum sensu lato.

Dicranella grevilleana (Brid.)
Schimp.

3

2

1

Dicranella palustris (Dicks.)
Crundw. ex E.F.Warb
38 tetrads. Widespread but
usually very local in flushes and on
flushed rocks, but noticeably

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare and only seen
once, on a damp, turfy ledge on
limestone in Gleann Dubh by Long
in 1981.

Bryophytes

Dicranella subulata (Hedw.)
Schimp.
There is an unlocalised record
from NC22 by Dixon and
Nicholson which is dated 1900, but
was presumably collected on their
visit in 1899.

3

3

2

2

1

1

Dicranella varia (Hedw.) Schimp.

0

1

2

3

for this montane species; both sites
are on open crags, at Cnoc Aird na
Seilge, and on an ultra-basic dyke
above the Allt an Tiaghaich (with
Asplenium septentrionale), both on
the south side of Loch Assynt.

3

2

1

Arctoa fulvella (Dicks.) Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel
0

1

2

3

12 tetrads. Widespread but very
sparse in the more calcareous
areas, occurring on soil on banks
in limestone grassland, at the base
of damp crags and in calcareous
sand dunes.

3

0

1

2

3

green cushions, often with whitish
capsules, on large boulders in scree
or isolated rocks below crags,
usually, but not exclusively, in the
higher hills.

Kiaeria starkei (F.Weber &
D.Mohr) I.Hagen
The only record is from Ben Mor
Assynt by Dixon and Nicholson in
1899; they assign the record to
v.c.108, but the more likely habitat
on the hill, and where the moss
certainly occurs, is in v.c.107.

2

Dicranum bonjeanii De Not.

1

Dicranella heteromalla (Hedw.)
Schimp.
0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. The sites are on Sàil
Gorm and the ridge to the south on
Quinag where it occurs on low,
exposed Torridonian sandstone. It
was also recorded from Quinag in
1899 by Dixon and Nicholson and
they also record it from Glas
Bheinn.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

34 tetrads. Fairly common but
perhaps not quite as frequent as
might have been expected; in a
variety of sites on organic soil in
woodland and, in particular, on the
root-plates of fallen trees.

Dicranoweisia crispula (Hedw.)
Milde
2 tetrads. Very rare with both
sites at comparatively low altitude

Kiaeria falcata (Hedw.) I.Hagen
The only relatively modern record
is from the north-west side of
Conival at c. 760m. by Crundwell
in 1956; Dixon and Nicholson
recorded it from ‘Ben Mor Assynt’
in 1899 but assigned the record to
v.c.108.

Kiaeria blyttii (Bruch, Schimp. &
W.Gümbel) Broth.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

33 tetrads. A characteristic
species of flushed grassland, often
on the margins of open flushes and
on loch shores, but also in rough
coastal turf.

Dicranum scoparium Hedw.
102 tetrads. Very common and
often abundant on firm substrates
in a wide variety of habitats,
particularly on open rocks and on
trees, but also occurring under

9 tetrads. Occasional as dark
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can be abundant in some areas of
block-scree.
3

3

Dicranum scottianum Turner

2

1

2

1
3

0

1

2

3

heather in dry and wet heaths and
with Sphagnum in mires.

0

2

0

1

2

3

26 tetrads. Widespread but local,
with the characteristic sites being
sheltered, vertical acid crags where
its dark-green cushions can be
frequent with Campylopus
flexuosus, with which it is easily
confused. Very rarely it occurs on
trees with Dicranum fuscescens.

3

2

1

2

3

Loch Assynt by Dixon and
Nicholson in 1899.

1

Dicranum majus Sm.

1

Dicranodontium denudatum
(Brid.) E.Britton

3

2

1
0

1

2

3

75 tetrads. This handsome species
is common and locally abundant in
shaded rocky woodland and on
ledges of ravines and montane
crags, particularly those with a
northerly aspect. It can also occur
with Sphagnum capillifolium and
liverworts in oceanic-montane
heath.

Dicranodontium uncinatum
(Harv.) A.Jaeger

0

1

2

3

33 tetrads. Widespread but never
in great quantity; the most
common sites are rocks, or more
frequently rotting logs, in
woodland and on peat under
heather on steep, humid, rocky
slopes in the bigger hills.

3

2

1

Campylopus schimperi Milde
Dicranum fuscescens Sm.

0

1

2

3

17 tetrads. Occasional in very
acid, damp ground at the base of
crags in ravines and with heather
in montane heath; it is locally
abundant on the craggy slopes on
the north side of Quinag.

3

2

1

Dicranodontium asperulum (Mitt.)
Broth.
0

1

2

3

67 tetrads. Common, but much
less so than Dicranum scoparium;
most frequent on open boulders or
dry crags and on larger birches; it
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1 tetrad. Only recorded recently
on quartzite in the ravine below
Eas Crom in the Cromalt Hills,
where it occurs in some quantity,
but recorded from Gleann Dubh
and woods on the south side of

Recorded by Dixon and Nicholson
from Gleann Dubh in 1899.

Campylopus gracilis (Mitt.)
A.Jaeger
(C. schwarzii Schimp.)
4 tetrads. A rare, but possibly
overlooked plant, occurring on
gravel on the margin of Loch
Veyatie, on wet rocks on Meall
Diamhain (Breabag), on the north

Bryophytes

Campylopus flexuosus (Hedw.)
Brid.
(C. paradoxus Wilson)

3

2

3

2
3

1

1
2
0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

1

side of Suilven on gneiss and on
the south shore of Cam Loch.
0

Campylopus fragilis (Brid.) Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

2

3

by Muirhead in 1946, but recent
searching has failed to re-find this
site.

69 tetrads. A very common
calcifuge species of bare peat,
stumps, rotting logs, boulders and
sheltered acid crags.

Campylopus atrovirens De Not.
var. atrovirens

Campylopus setifolius Wilson

3

3

2
2
3

1

1
2
0

1

2

3
0

31 tetrads. Widespread but very
local and more tolerant of basic
conditions than other species of
Campylopus; most frequent on
flushed, species-rich banks in
craggy ground at low levels.

Campylopus pyriformis (Schultz)
Brid.

3

1

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Very rare and known
only from two sites, Creag na hIolaire, where it was first found by
Ratcliffe in 1966, and from the
base of Sàil Garbh on Quinag. In
both sites it occurs in rocky
montane heath with species like
Mastigophora woodsii and
Dicranodontium uncinatum.

92 tetrads. Common, widespread
and often abundant on periodically
irrigated rocks and open peat in
wet heath and degraded mires, in
the latter habitat often with
Pleurozia purpurea.

Campylopus atrovirens De Not.
var. falcatus Braithw.

3
2

Campylopus shawii Wilson ex
Hunt

2

1

0

1

2

3

38 tetrads. Widespread and
locally abundant on drier peaty
ground, often under heather and
particularly noticeable on the dry
edges of cuttings and peat hags.

1 tetrad. This beautiful, hyperoceanic species has one of its few
mainland localities in Assynt, on
open peat in a flushed mire area on
the bealach south of Creag na hIolaire. There is a further record
from the Sanctuary area on Quinag

1

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Rare and always in
small quantity on peaty ledges on
sheltered crags; recorded from
Creagan a’Chait, south of Loch
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nan Eun, Bealach Leireag and An
Sgonnan (Ardvar).

Fissidens osmundoides Hedw.
3

Campylopus introflexus (Hedw.)
Brid.

3

2

2

1
3

1
0

2

1

2

3

wet heath or mire and surprisingly
rare in woodland.

1

Fissidens pusillus (Wils.) Milde
0

1

2

3

52 tetrads. This non-native
species is spreading inexorably
over bare peat, particularly where
disturbed, and also occurs on logs
and at the edge of paths.

2
1

2

3

1

Fissidens bryoides Hedw.
2

3

7 tetrads. An uncommon but
distinctive species forming yellowbrown cushions in undisturbed
areas of mire, usually where there
is good hummock development.

3

1

0

1

2

3

79 tetrads. A common plant of
wet soil and rock faces, tolerant of
both moderately acid and
moderately calcareous substrates.
The var. pallidicaulis, an
unsatisfactory taxon, has been
recorded once, from the Falls of
Kirkaig.

2

Fissidens dubius P.Beauv.
(F. cristatus Wilson ex Mitt.)

1

Leucobryum glaucum (Hedw.)
Ångstr.

80 tetrads. A common species in
Assynt; its distinctive, dense tufts
are a feature of wet ledges on crags
and in flushes where the run-off is
somewhat base-rich.

3

2 tetrads. Rare, but this
diminutive species is easily overlooked; the two sites are both on
sheltered, damp calcareous rocks,
at Ardvreck and Liath Bhad.

1

3

2

0

0

2

Fissidens taxifolius Hedw.

1

2

1

3

Campylopus brevipilus Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

3

0

0

1

2

3
3

32 tetrads. Widespread but local
and usually in small quantity; most
frequent as isolated hummocks in

26 tetrads. An infrequent species
of well-drained, sheltered sites on
open steep soil in woodland and
ravines and more open sites on the
limestone.

2

1

0
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2

3

Bryophytes

29 tetrads. Common on the
limestone and possibly overlooked
elsewhere; found on both damp
rocks and on soil in limestone
grassland, but also occurs on the
base-rich gneiss.

Eucladium verticillatum (Brid.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W Gumbel
3

2

3

1

2

Fissidens adianthoides Hedw.
0

1

2

3

1

nan Uamh and on a limestone
outcrop in the Bealach Traligill.

3

2

Encalypta rhaptocarpa Schwägr.
1

0

1

2

3

81 tetrads. A common plant of
wet, moderately base-rich sites and
sometimes forming large, lax tufts;
it is probably most frequent on wet
rocks and ledges in ravines, but
also occurs in flushes and flushed
grassland.

Encalypta streptocarpa Hedw.

0

1

2

3

15 tetrads. Locally frequent on
steep, wet limestone and
occasional on wet basic rocks
elsewhere, usually encrusted with
lime.

3

Weissia controversa Hedw.
var. controversa

2

1
3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Only recorded from the
calcareous sand dunes at
Achmelvich and seemingly absent
from the limestone.

2

1

3

0

1

2

3

Encalypta ciliata Hedw.
27 tetrads. A wide spread but
uncommon plant of moderately
basic soil on open, stable banks
and most frequent near the sea.

2

3

1

2
0

1

2

Weissia perssonii Kindb.

3

23 tetrads. Common on the
limestone and occurs on the sand
dunes at Achmelvich, otherwise
only on mortared walls.

Encalypta alpina Sm.
2 tetrads. This rare calcicole
occurs in two places, on the
limestone boulders below Creag

1

3
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare; only found on
the isolated limestone outcrop in
the Bealach Traligill.

2

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. In similar situations to
Weissia controversa but much
rarer and always coastal; west of
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Glac Cùilce (Oldany) and in
Geodh’ Dearg on Stoer.

Tortella densa (Lors. & Molendo)
Crundw. & Nyholm

soil on ledges and in crevices of at
least moderately base-rich rocks.
Particularly frequent on some
facies of the gneiss near the coast.

Weissia rutilans (Hedw.) Lindb.
3

Recorded from the limestone at
Inchnadamph by Appleyard in
1960 and the Allt na Uamh by
Birks et al. in 1969.

Trichostomum crispulum Bruch
2

3

1

Weissia brachycarpa (Nees &
Hornsch.) Jur.
(W. microstoma (Hedw.)
Müll.Hal.)

2
0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Rather rare and only on
the limestone where it occurs with,
and is easily overlooked as, the
abundant Tortella tortuosa.

1

0

1

2

3

3

Tortella flavovirens (Bruch) Broth.
var. flavovirens

2

1

47 tetrads. Widespread in similar
habitats to Trichostomum
brachydontium but generally less
frequent, except on the limestone
and on rocky places near the coast.

3
0

1

2

Trichostomum tenuirostre (Hook.
& Tayl.) Lindb. var. tenuirostre
(Oxystegus tenuirostris (Hook. &
Taylor) A.J.E.Smith)

3

8 tetrads. Occasional and
confined to the limestone and
calcareous shell-sand where it
occurs on open, dry soil on banks;
all plants in Assynt are var.
obliqua.

Tortella tortuosa (Hedw.) Limpr.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. This coastal species is
apparently rare in the north-west of
Scotland and is only recorded from
two localities in Assynt, Sgeir
Liath off Drumbeg and Oldany, in
both places on coastal rocks.

3

2

1

0
2

Trichostomum brachydontium
Bruch

1

0

1

2

3

85 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant on base-rich gneiss,
limestone and occasionally on
Torridonian sandstone.

2

3

55 tetrads. A common species of
wet acid rocks by burns and on
sheltered crags, usually in small
quantity.

3

Trichostomum hibernicum (Mitt.)
Dixon
(Oxystegus hibernicus (Mitt.)
Hilpert)

2

1

0

1

2

3

73 tetrads. A common plant of
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1

2 tetrads. A very rare moss of
steep, flushed banks over base-rich
rocks; in two places, Gleann

Bryophytes

limestone in the Allt na Uamh but
possibly overlooked on mortared
walls elsewhere.

3

2

Bryoerythrophyllum
recurvirostrum (Hedw.) P.C.Chen
(Barbula recurvirostra (Hedw.)
Dixon)

1

0

1

2

3

2

1

3

Ardbhair and an incised burn north
of Achmore Farm.

Paraleptodontium recurvifolium
D.G.Long
(Leptodontium recurvifolium
(Taylor) Lindb.)

0

3

on Quinag by Blockeel in 1992.

2

Hymenostylium recurvirostrum
(Hedw.) Dixon
(Gymnostomum recurvirostrum
Hedw.)

1

1

2

3

16 tetrads. Occasional on the tops
of boulders and on open crags on
the limestone but very rare
elsewhere.

2

2

3

0

3

1

3

2

1

Bryoerythrophyllum
ferruginascens (Stirt.) Giacom.
(Barbula ferruginascens Stirt.)

1

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

3

8 tetrads. This interesting
oceanic-montane species is very
occasional in damp turf at the base
of crags in the higher hills but also
occurs sparingly lower down, on
wet ledges in wooded ravines.

5 tetrads. Scattered sites on wet
ledges on sheltered limestone
crags, sometimes with
Hymenostylium insigne, and very
rare elsewhere.

3

2

1

Pseudocrossidium revolutum
(Brid.) R.H.Zander
(Barbula revoluta Brid.)

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. An uncommon species
of damp soil on ledges on baserich montane crags, with rare
occurrences lower down on the
limestone.

3

Hymenostylium insigne (Dixon)
Podp.
(Gymnostomum insigne (Dixon)
A.J.E.Smith)

3

2

2

Leptodontium flexifolium (Dicks.)
Hampe

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Recorded once from the

1 tetrad. Only recorded once,
from the north side of Sàil Gorm

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare but very locally
abundant on wet limestone crags
and rocks by the river in the
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Traligill valley; seemingly absent
from the limestone elsewhere.

Gymnostomum aeruginosum Sm.

Anoectangium aestivum (Hedw.)
Mitt.

3

Barbula unguiculata Hedw.

2

3

5 tetrads. Apparently uncommon
but almost certainly overlooked,
on disturbed ground on roadsides
and in gardens and the like.

1
3

2
0
1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

48 tetrads. A common moss of
wet calcareous places, often
forming large, dark-green cushions
in wet places on steep or overhanging crags.

39 tetrads. Widespread and
sometimes forming large swelling
cushions on damp ledges and in
crevices of at least moderately
base-rich crags, often with Preissia
quadrata.

Molendoa warburgii (Crundw. &
M.O.Hill) R.H.Zander
(Anoectangium warburgii Crundw.
& M.O.Hill)

Gyroweisia tenuis (Hedw.)
Schimp.

3

Recorded once, from an
overhanging bank by the River
Traligill by Warburg in 1952, but
possibly overlooked elsewhere on
the limestone and mortared walls.

3

2

2

1

2

3

10 tetrads. An uncommon plant,
usually forming loose mats of tiny
stems in wet open sites on baserich crags and in ravines, usually
associated with the higher hills.

3

2

2

3

6 tetrads. As with Barbula
convoluta, apparently uncommon,
but more attention to ruderal sites
in the parish would probably
produce many more records.

2

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This nationally rare
species occurs on top of the low
limestone outcrops at Lairig
Unapool with Ditrichum
flexicaule, the only known locality
for West Sutherland .

3

2 tetrads. Occurs sparingly in
crevices of the limestone on the
crags at Stronechrubie and in
Gleann Dubh, where it was first
recorded by Dixon in 1899.

2

Didymodon rigidulus Hedw.
(Barbula rigidula (Hedw.) Mitt.)
1

0
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1

3

1

1

0

1

Barbula convoluta Hedw.

0

1

Didymodon icmadophilus
(Schimp. ex Müll.Hall.) K.Saito
(Barbula icmadophila Schimp. ex
Müll.Hall.)

0

Gymnostomum calcareum Nees &
Hornsch.

2

1

2

3

10 tetrads. Occasional on the
limestone where it usually occurs
on the tops of boulders or open

Bryophytes

3

3

2

2

1

1

Didymodon ferrugineus (Schimp.
ex Besch.) M.O.Hill
(Barbula reflexa (Brid.) Brid.)

3

2
0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3
1

low outcrops, often with
Schistidium species and Ditrichum
flexicaule.

Didymodon vinealis (Brid.)
R.H.Zander
Dubiously recorded during this
survey at Achmelvich (B.B.S.) and
recorded in the past from Clachtoll
and Stoer by Wallace in 1939.

one site on the limestone in the
Allt nan Uamh.
0

Didymodon spadiceus (Mitt.)
Limpr.
(Barbula spadicea (Mitt.) Braithw.)

3

2

Didymodon insulanus (De Not.)
M.O.Hill
(Barbula cylindrica (Taylor)
Schimp.)

2

3

13 tetrads. This attractive little
moss with its regular, reflexed
leaves is locally common on the
limestone, on boulders and open,
low crags, and also occurs on
shell-sand at Achmelvich and on
Oldany Island.

Tortula subulata Hedw.

1
3
0

1

2

3

21 tetrads. Quite frequent on wet,
gravelly soil by burns or flushes on
the limestone, where it can form
large cushions, but rare elsewhere.

3

1

2

1

2
0

Didymodon fallax (Hedw.)
R.H.Zander
(Barbula fallax Hedw.)

1

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. Uncommon but
widespread on base-rich soil and
on roadsides; more work in ruderal
habitats would almost certainly
produce more records.

3

2

1

2

3

6 tetrads. An uncommon moss of
soil on dry, open, flat ledges,
confined to the limestone, apart
from one site on basic gneiss on
Sàil Gorm where it occurs as the
var. graeffii.

Tortula muralis Hedw.var. muralis

1

Didymodon tophaceus (Brid.) Lisa
(Barbula tophacea (Brid.) Mitt.)

3
0

5 tetrads. Rare on soil on baserich banks close to the sea with

1

2

3

7 tetrads. Uncommon but
widespread on sand-dunes, baserich soil and on roadsides; more
work in ruderal habitats would
almost certainly produce more
records.

2

1

0

1

2

3
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14 tetrads. Quite frequent on the
limestone along dry cracks and in
crevices, and from mortared walls
elsewhere; under-recorded in manmade habitats.

Syntrichia ruralis (Hedw.)
F.Weber & D.Mohr.
(Tortula ruralis (Hedw.) P.Gaertn.,
B.Mey. & Scherb.)

extending up onto the higher
ground on Point of Stoer,
providing some indication of the
drenching with salt-spray that this
exposed headland receives.

3

2

Schistidium rivulare (Brid.) Podp.
(Schistidium alpicola (Hedw.)
Limpr. var. rivulare (Brid.) Limpr.)

1

0

1

2

3

site on the limestone crags above
the road north of Stronechrubie,
where it was first recorded by
Dixon and Nicholson in 1899;
seemingly limited to one overhung bay in the crags where it
forms huge cushions.

3

2

3

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Apparently very rare on
open rocks, with sites on basic
gneiss at Achmelvich and on the
limestone at Ledbeg, and an older
record from Inchnadamph by
Wallace in 1939.

Cinclidotus fontinaloides (Hedw.)
P.Beauv.

0

1

2

3

22 tetrads. Occasional but locally
frequent on rocks in the larger
rivers and burns and also on loch
margins.

3

2

Schistidium agassizii Sull. & Lesq.
1

Syntrichia ruraliformis (Besch.)
Cardot
(Tortula ruralis ssp. ruraliformis
(Besch.) Dixon)

3
0

1

2

3

13 tetrads. Frequent on rocks in
burns on the limestone and on
rocks on the margins of lochs with
high base-status, with this effect
extending down the River Kirkaig.

3

2

2

1

0

Schistidium maritimum (Turner)
Bruch & Schimp.

1

0

1

2

3
3

5 tetrads. Limited to the areas of
sand-dunes where it is an effective
coloniser of open sand; locally
abundant at all large shell-sand
sites in the area.

Syntrichia princeps (De Not.) Mitt.
Tortula princeps De Not.)
1 tetrad. Known from only one
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1

2

3

1 tetrad. This rare species has one
site in Assynt, on wet, base-rich
gneiss rocks below a large waterfall on the Allt an Tiaghaich,
where it is abundant in spreading
black cushions.

2

Schistidium apocarpum (Hedw.)
Br.E sens. lat.
1

0

1

2

3

26 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant on all the rocky coast and

45 tetrads. Common on the
limestone and Fucoid Beds and
also on base-rich gneiss on loch
margins and coastal rocks. In the
latter part of the survey some
attempt was made to apply Blom’s

Bryophytes

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

revision of the Schistidium
apocarpum complex (Blom 1996)
to Assynt material other than
Schistidium strictum and
Schistidium trichodon which were
recorded from the outset. It would
appear that Schistidium apocarpum
s.s. is by far the most common
taxon with some 17 tetrads. There
is a scattering of records for
Schistidium crassipilum and
Schistidium robustum (mostly
from the limestone) and single
records for Schistidium frigidum
var. frigidum (Ledbeg River at
Lyne) and var. havaasii (Cnoc
Aird na Seilge). The majority of
these records have been verified by
A.J.E. Smith.

0

1

2

3

of base-rich rocks, often on loch
margins or by burns on the lower
ground. All material collected is
Schistidium strictum but it is
possible that plants of Schistidium
papillosum were overlooked in the
field.

Grimmia longirostris Hook.
(G. affinis Hornsch.)

3

2
0

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. This scarce species in
Britain has a surprising number of
records in Assynt on basic gneiss
boulders on the margins of lochs;
unless fruiting, it is easily
overlooked as the much more
common Grimmia funalis.

1

3

1

Schistidium trichodon (Brid.) Poelt

2

Grimmia pulvinata (Hedw.) Sm.
var. pulvinata

2

1

3

in scattered sites as robust, untidy
cushions on base-rich gneiss rocks
on loch margins and by burns;
Abhainn Bad na h-Achlaise,
Abhainn na Clach Airigh, Lochan
Buidhe, Loch an Leothaid and
Cam Loch. It has apparently
declined markedly in Britain over
the last 50 years and is rated as
Vulnerable in the bryophyte Red
Data Book (Church et al. 2001)
and these small stands in Assynt
would seem to form a significant
part of the British population.

1

2

3

5 tetrads. Surprisingly rare in
Assynt with sites on coastal rocks
and on the limestone; closer
attention to more man-made
habitats would probably produce
many more records.

Grimmia orbicularis Bruch ex
Wilson

3
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This rare species occurs
in flat, black patches on the upper
surfaces of limestone boulders in
the scree to the west of Creag nan
Uamh, its only locality north of the
Great Glen.

Grimmia ovalis (Hedw.) Lindb.
2

3

1

2
0
1

Schistidium strictum (Turner)
Loeske ex Martensson
0

41 tetrads. Frequent but never in
great quantity on inclined surfaces

1

2

3

1

2

3

1 tetrad. One site on a dry,
exposed ledge on the limestone
crags at Stronechrubie but may
well occur elsewhere on the
limestone.

5 tetrads. This rare moss occurs
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Grimmia torquata Hornsch. ex
Grev.

Loch a'Meallard, Ardvar and at
Kerrachar.
3

Grimmia curvata (Brid.) De
Sloover
(Dryptodon patens (Hedw.) Brid.)

2

3

1

2

1

0

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. An uncommon species
forming neat, small cushions on
sheltered, basic crags but avoiding
limestone; it is usually montane (it
is frequent on the gneiss on Sàil
Gorm on Quinag) but does also
occur on the coast at Achmelvich.

Grimmia funalis (Schwägr.) Bruch
& Schimp.

1

2

3

records were made of G.
britannica but this is now regarded
as a form of G. trichophylla.

3

2

1

Grimmia hartmanii Schimp.
0

1

2

3

47 tetrads. A frequent and often
abundant species, forming large,
spreading cushions on moderately
base-rich rocks on loch margins
and on large boulders in rocky
burns.

3

2

1

3

0

1

2

3

35 tetrads. A widespread but local
species, most frequent on boulders
on the margin of lochs but also on
rocks in ravines and, rarely, in
woodland.

2

1

Racomitrium ellipticum (Turner)
Bruch & Schimp.

3

2
0

1

2

3

52 tetrads. The neat, hoary
cushions of this moss are a
consistent feature of exposures of
base-rich gneiss on crags, coastal
rocks and particularly on boulders
on loch margins; interestingly, as
with Grimmia torquata, it is absent
from the limestone.

Grimmia decipiens (Schultz)
Lindb.

0

2

1
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1

2

3

50 tetrads. A common and
characteristic species of
periodically irrigated gneiss, on
crags, on rocks on loch margins
and in ravines, where its dark
green cushions with short brown
capsules can be abundant.

3

Grimmia trichophylla Grev.
47 tetrads. A common species of
dry, exposed rocks and a frequent
constituent of the community on
loch-side boulders; it is absent
from both the most acid gneiss and
from the limestone. Several

1

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. A rare species in
Assynt, forming relatively robust,
untidy cushions on base-rich
gneiss rocks on loch margins with
sites on Loch na Creige Léithe
south-east of Clachtoll, Loch
Assynt south of Tumore, and on

Racomitrium aciculare (Hedw.)
Brid.
102 tetrads. A ubiquitous species
of wet rocks in burns, loch margins
and crags, occurring on the most

Bryophytes

Racomitrium macounii Kindb.
subsp. alpinum (E.Lawton)
Frisvoll

3

2

86 tetrads. A very common
species of exposed acid rocks from
sea level to the tops of the hills,
but most frequent on large rocks in
montane scree.

3

Racomitrium lanuginosum
(Hedw.) Brid.

1
2

0

1

2

3
1

acid quartzite and on limestone.

3

0

Racomitrium aquaticum (Schrad.)
Brid.

3

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Only recorded from one
site from rocks by a small burn on
the slopes of Conival in the
Bealach Traligill, the only known
locality in West Sutherland.

2

Racomitrium sudeticum (Funck)
Bruch & Schimp.
1

0

1

2

3

56 tetrads. A common species of
acid rocks on crags where water
regularly tracks down from above.

2

1

0

1

2

3

107 tetrads. A ubiquitous and
often abundant species of exposed
rocks, scree, old walls, on
hummocks in bogs and stony
places in the high hills where it can
form extensive stands.

3

Racomitrium ericoides (Brid.)
Brid.

2

1

Racomitrium fasciculare (Hedw.)
Brid.

3

0

1

2

3
2

12 tetrads. Uncommon but almost
certainly under-recorded; occurs as
dense, dark-green cushions on
exposed acid rocks and is usually
associated with the higher hills.

3

2

1

0

1

Racomitrium heterostichum
(Hedw.) Brid.
0

1

2

3

91 tetrads. The spreading, yellowgreen patches of this moss are very
common on acid rocks but also
occur on limestone, usually in
relatively sheltered sites and often
on low rocks that are periodically
irrigated.

1

2

3

33 tetrads. A widespread species
of damp gravelly ground by burns
or on loch margins and
occasionally on thin soil over
limestone.

3

Racomitrium elongatum Frisvoll

2

5 tetrads. Apparently much less
frequent than Racomitrium
ericoides and only recorded from
the limestone where it occurs in

1

0

1

2

3
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frequency in Assynt of the
attractive, dark-green cushions
with urn-shaped capsules was one
of the surprises of the survey.

3

2

3

2

Blindia acuta (Hedw.) Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

0

1

2

1

3

0

1

2

3

3

stony grassland; possibly underrecorded.

tiny, open turfs on sheltered, damp
rock faces and capsules are
abundant.

2

Ptychomitrium polyphyllum (Sw.)
Bruch & Schimp.

1

Seligeria trifaria (Brid.) Lindb.
0

1

2

3

95 tetrads. A very common
species, sometimes forming
extensive open carpets, on at least
moderately base-rich rocks which
are regularly irrigated and on
gravel in flushes.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

49 tetrads. A common species on
open, acid or mildly base-rich
rocks on crags, loch margins and
in ravines; it is often an early
coloniser of newly exposed rock
surfaces.

3

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Recorded from two
sites on vertical, damp limestone in
the Allt a’Phollain and the
Abhainn a’Chnocain above
Knockan; hard to see and easily
confused with Seligeria donniana
and possibly under-recorded.

3

2

1

2

1

Seligeria pusilla (Hedw.) Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

2

Glyphomitrium daviesii (Dicks.)
Brid.

3

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Rare but can be
abundant in limited areas of
suitable habitat; it forms open mats
of tiny stems in the algal ‘scum’
that forms on heavily-shaded, wet
limestone under overhangs or in
caves: River Traligill, Allt Poll an
Droighinn and the Allt nan Uamh.
The plants in Assynt are Seligeria
trifaria s.s. rather than Seligeria
patula and are the most northerly
in Britain for this scarce species.

Seligeria donniana (Sm.) Müll.Hal

3

2
0

1

2

3

28 tetrads. Widespread but
usually in small quantity on
sheltered faces of moderately baserich gneiss crags and boulders.
Primarily thought of as a moss of
Tertiary basalts in Scotland, the
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Seligeria recurvata (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
7 tetrads. Rather rare and
seemingly limited to the Fucoid
Beds and avoiding the harder
limestones; it usually occurs as

1

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Rare on damp, vertical

Bryophytes

faces of limestone rocks in ravines
or at the base of crags; this tiny
plant is difficult to spot and may
be under-recorded: Inchnadamph,
Cam Alltan, Cnoc Eilid Mhathain,
Creag nan Uamh.

3

3

2

2

1

1

Funaria hygrometrica Hedw.
0
3

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

turfs with other bryophytes on
suitable flushed banks.

scats and not seen on herbivore
dung.

Ephemerum serratum (Hedw.)
Hampe var. minutissimum (Lindb.)
Grout

Splachnum sphaericum Hedw.

2

1

0

1

2

3

3

5 tetrads. Only a handful of
records for this normally common
species probably reflects the
neglect of man-made and disturbed
habitats during this survey.

3

2

2

1

1
0

Entosthodon attenuatus (Dicks.)
Bryhn
(Funaria attenuata (Dicks.) Lindb.)

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Recorded from soil on a
bank on the limestone by the Allt
Poll an Droighinn, new to West
Sutherland, by Blockeel on the
B.B.S meeting in 1992.

3

1

2

3

43 tetrads. Widely scattered and
locally frequent in areas where
deer or sheep gather; only seen on
the dung of sheep, deer and cattle
in boggy places.

Splachnum ampullaceum Hedw.
2

Tetraplodon angustatus (Hedw.)
Bruch & Schimp.

1

3

0

1

2

3

25 tetrads. A widespread but
sparse moss of flushed soil on
steep banks, often with Fissidens
species, easily overlooked if not
fertile.

‘A single tuft with male flowers
only’ of this scarce species was
recorded from Glas Bheinn in
1899 by Dixon & Nicholson and it
has not been seen in West
Sutherland since.

36 tetrads. In similar sites to
Entosthodon attenuatus and
usually more frequent and
occasionally forming extensive

1

0

Tetraplodon mnioides (Hedw.)
Bruch & Schimp.
Entosthodon obtusus (Hedw.)
Lindb.
(Funaria obtusa (Hedw.) Lindb.)

2

18 tetrads. Uncommon but widely
scattered, occurring as dense
cushions, often with abundant
reddish sporophytes, on carnivore

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Rare but possibly
overlooked as Splachnum
sphaericum when without
sporophytes; only seen on deer or
cattle dung in boggy places: Airigh
na Beinne, Balchladich, Oldany
River, Loch Poll, An Sgonnan
(Ardvar), and Mòinteach na Dubha
Chlaise.
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Pohlia elongata Hedw.

Pohlia drummondii (Müll.Hal.)
A.L.Andrews
3

3

2

3
2

1

2
1
1
0

1

2

0

3
0

7 tetrads. Rather rare and usually
in small quantity on thin organic
soil in crevices and ledges of
acidic crags; all plants collected
were ssp. elongata var. elongata.

1

2

3

16 tetrads. Widely scattered but
nowhere at all frequent, on open,
gravelly soil on the margins of
burns, lochs, tracks and eroding
banks.

1

2

3

an Leothaid and the Allt an
Achaidh (Cromalt), with an older
record from a lay-by on the road
between Elphin and Ledmore by
Paton in 1969.

Pohlia annotina (Hedw.) Lindb.

Pohlia cruda (Hedw.) Lindb.
Pohlia scotica Crundw.
3
3

2

3
2

1

2
1
1
0

1

2

0

3
0

6 tetrads. A rare moss in Assynt
growing in shaded crevices on
crags but absent from many
seemingly suitable sites.

Pohlia nutans (Hedw.) Lindb.

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This nationally rare
moss, apparently endemic to
Scotland, was found once during
the survey on wet gravel on the
edge of a small burn at the inflow
to Loch nam Meallan Liatha, north
of Canisp.

Pohlia filum (Schimp.) Martensson

3

Recorded from a lay-by on the
road between Elphin and Ledmore
by Paton in 1969.

2

1

2

3

5 tetrads. An uncommon pioneer
species, like Pohlia drummondii,
on open gravelly soils in a variety
of damp or periodically irrigated
sites.

Pohlia camptotrachela (Renault &
Cardot) Broth.

3

2

1

1

Pohlia bulbifera (Warnst.) Warnst.
0

1

2

44 tetrads. A common and often
plentiful species of organic
substrates, especially bare peat, in
a variety of acidic habitats but
particularly in the drier heathland.
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0

3

2 tetrads. In similar habitats to
Pohlia drummondii but much less
frequent; only recorded from Loch

1

2

3

1 tetrad. There is a single record
from open ground near the outflow
of Loch Assynt made by Pool
during the 1992 B.B.S meeting.

Bryophytes

Pohlia flexuosa Harv.
(Pohlia muyldermansii R.Wilczek
& Demaret)

Anomobryum julaceum (P.Gaertn.,
B.Mey. & Scherb.) Schimp.
(Anomobryum filiforme (Dicks.)
Husn.)

3

2
3
3

1
2

2
0

1

2

3

1

burns and tracks, in ditches and
flushes.
0

1

2

1

3
0

1 tetrad. Only recorded once on
this survey, from Inchnadamph by
the B.B.S in 1992.

Pohlia wahlenbergii var. glacialis
(Schleich. ex Brid.) E.F.Warb.

Pohlia ludwigii Spreng. ex
Schwägr.) Broth.

3

The only unequivocal Assynt
record is from Canisp by Dixon
and Nicholson in 1899.

2

Pohlia melanodon (Brid.)
A.J.Shaw
(P. carnea (Schimp.) Lindb.)

3

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. This striking moss
grows in montane flushes and is
limited to two sites on the higher
hills, in the Bealach Traligill and
on Glas Bheinn.

1

2

3

37 tetrads. Widespread and often
frequent in small scattered stands,
usually in sand or gravel by burns
or lochs, in flushes or in crevices
of damp basic rocks. All records
on this survey were of var.
julaceum but there is an old record
for var. concinnatum from the Allt
nan Uamh by Warburg and
Crundwell in 1960.

Bryum pallens Sw.

3

2

2

Plagiobryum zieri (Hedw.) Lindb.

1

1
0

1

2

3

3
0

1

2

18 tetrads. A widespread but
uncommon species of damp soil
and gravel, probably most frequent
on the limestone.

3

1 tetrad. An uncommon species in
the north of Scotland and only
recorded once on this survey, from
wet basic soil in the ravine at Na
Luirgean.

2

1

Bryum weigelii Spreng.
0

Pohlia wahlenbergii (F.Weber and
Mohr) A.L.Andrews var.
wahlenbergii
25 tetrads. Widespread but only
at all frequent on the limestone,
where it occurs on wet soil by

1

2

3

13 tetrads. An uncommon
calcicole moss with its best
populations in damp crevices of
crags on the limestone, but also
more sparingly on basic rocks
elsewhere.

1 tetrad. A rare plant in Assynt
and only recorded from a flush
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Bryum pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.)
P.Gaertn., B.Mey. & Scherb.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

Bryum bicolor Dicks.

1

high on Meall Diamhain
(Breabag).

2 tetrads. This, apparently
endemic, Scottish moss has two
sites in Assynt, on basic gneiss
rocks in the River Inver just above
Lochinver and on similar rocks
just below the big fall on the upper
Allt an Tiaghaich where it occurs
with Schistidium agassizii.

0

1

2

3
3

88 tetrads. A very common moss
of wet rocks, flushes and wet soil
where irrigation is at least mildly
basic; the robust, often pinkish
cushions can be a conspicuous
feature of stony flushes. No
attempt was made to distinguish
var. bimum.

Bryum capillare Hedw.

3

2

Bryum argenteum Hedw.

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Uncommon and usually
occurring on the soil beside paths
or roads; certainly under-recorded
from man-made habitats.

3
3

91 tetrads. A very common moss
on mildly basic rocks and trees
with nutrient-rich bark; it is most
frequent on loch-side boulders and
exposed coastal rocks. All plants
seen on this survey were var.
capillare.

Bryum radiculosum Brid.
2

3

1

2

0

Bryum elegans Nees ex Brid.

3

2

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A ruderal species which
is not common but is certainly
under-recorded; more work in
man-made habitats will produce
many more records.

1

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A rare species forming
neat, dense cushions on dry
limestone rocks on the cliffs at
Stronechrubie and Creag nan
Uamh.

3

1

2

3

2

Bryum riparium I.Hagen:see p.190

1

Bryum mildeanum Jur.
0
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0

1 tetrad. Only recorded once in
Assynt on this survey, from a
mortared wall in Lochinver by
Blockeel during the B.B.S meeting
in 1992; there is an earlier record
from Glenbain, Inchnadamph by
Yeo in 1987.

Bryum dixonii Cardot ex
W.E.Nicholson

0

1

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A rare moss of
limestone boulders by the Traligill

Bryophytes

Mnium stellare Hedw.
3

3

2

2

1

1

3

2

1
0

1

2

3

and the Allt nan Uamh; in limited
quantity at both sites.

Bryum muehlenbeckii Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel
There are old records for this
distinctive moss from ‘protruding
rocks in streams’ on Glas Bheinn
and Conival by Dixon and
Nicholson in 1899 (Nicholson,
1900), and Nicholson saw it again
in 1921 in Gleann Dubh.

0

1

2

3

Ardbhair. There is an older record
from the Allt nan Uamh by Paton
in 1960.

Mnium hornum Hedw.

0

6 tetrads. An uncommon moss
with a scattering of records on the
limestone or Fucoid Beds where it
occurs in dry crevices; there is an
earlier record from the shell-sand
at Achmelvich.

2

3

2
0

1

2

3

97 tetrads. A very common moss
of soil and tree bases in woodland
and ravines, and in crevices in
scree and at the base of crags.

3

1

0

2

Mnium thomsonii Schimp.

1

2

3

Cinclidium stygium Sw.

Bryum alpinum With.

1

2

3

1

0

1

3
3

36 tetrads. The beautiful red
cushions of this species are a
frequent feature of seepage lines
on slabby crags, particularly on the
gneiss and usually avoiding the
limestone.

2

2 tetrads. This fine and distinctive
moss is rare in Assynt with sites on
a bank over calcareous rocks in the
ravine of the Na Luirgean river
below Loch Urigill and on a bank
below a gneiss crag in Gleann

2

3

2 tetrads. This fine moss of wet
calcareous ground is rare in the
north of Scotland; the two Assynt
sites are both in flushed turf on
loch margins, by Loch Awe and by
Loch Mhaolach-coire, where it
was first seen by Dixon and
Nicholson in 1899.

Rhizomnium punctatum (Hedw.)
T.J.Kop.

1

0

Rhodobryum roseum (Hedw.)
Limpr.

1

1

2

3

4 tetrads. Similar in appearance to
the common Mnium hornum but a
calcicole, occurring sparingly on
dry ledges of limestone crags at
Creag nan Uamh, Cnoc Eilid
Mhathain, Allt Poll an Droighinn
and with one site on the
Torridonian on Beinn Garbh.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3
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75 tetrads. A common and
distinctive plant of various wet
habitats, occurring on rock or soil,
but perhaps most frequent on
gravel by burns.

Rhizomnium pseudopunctatum
(Bruch & Schimp.) T.J.Kop.

Plagiomnium rostratum (Schrad.)
T.J.Kop.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

1

flushed turf and is most frequent
on the limestone.

3

2

Plagiomnium ellipticum (Brid.)
T.J.Kop.

1

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. A moss of good soils,
usually in shaded, grassy sites and
only at all frequent on the
limestone.

3

Pseudobryum cinclidioides
(Kindb.) T.J.Kop.

3

4 tetrads. A rare species in
Assynt, occurring in flushed turf or
marshy ground where the water is
at least moderately base-rich:
Balchladich, Cam Alltan, west of
Clachtoll and Lon Ruadh
(Oldany).

2

3

1

2
0

Plagiomnium cuspidatum (Hedw.)
T.J.Kop.

1

2

3

6 tetrads. In similar habitats to
Plagiomnium elatum but generally
much less common.

1

0

Plagiomnium undulatum (Hedw.)
T.J.Kop.

3

2

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Apparently very rare in
Assynt with just one record from a
flush on the shore of Loch Awe
where it occurs with Cinclidium
stygium.

3

1

Aulacomnium palustre (Hedw.)
Schwägr.

2
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Only recorded once on
this survey, from the coast at Stoer.
There is an old record from the
Allt nan Uamh by Birks et al. in
1966.

Plagiomnium elatum (Bruch &
Schimp.) T.J.Kop.
14 tetrads. Widespread in Assynt
in but largely absent from the
gneiss; it grows in marshy places,
sometimes amongst reeds, or in
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1
3
0

1

2

3

67 tetrads. A very common
species of damp and moderately
basic soils in grassland, crag bases
and ledges, flushed banks and
woodland.

2

1

0

1

2

3

49 tetrads. A common and often
abundant plant of a variety of wet,

Bryophytes

peaty habitats such as rushy
grassland, boggy woodland and
with Sphagnum in mires.

Allt nan Uamh by Birks et al. in
1966.
3

Amblyodon dealbatus Bruch &
Schimp.

Aulacomnium turgidum
(Wahlenb.) Schwägr.

2

1

There is a record from the west
side of Conival by Birks in 1967;
this is a rare but characteristic
species of exposed, species-rich
turf on mountain tops in the northwest of Scotland.

3
0
2

2

3

appearance and abundance to
Bartramia pomiformis but
preferring slightly more basic
rocks.

1

Aulacomnium androgynum
(Hedw.) Schwägr.

1

0

1

2

3

Philonotis fontana (Hedw.) Brid.
3 tetrads. A rare plant of flushed
calcareous ground with sites by the
resurgence in the lower Allt nan
Uamh, by a waterfall on the Na
Luirgean river below Loch Urigill
and on damp calcareous dunes at
Achmelvich.

3

2

3

2

1
1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A very rare
moss in the north-west of Scotland,
occurring in Assynt in sheltered
crevices of quartzite crags at An
Coimhleum and below Uamh an
Tartair near Knockan.

Plagiopus oederianus (Sw.)
H.A.Crum & L.E.Anderson
(P. oederi (Brid.) Limpr.)
A record in the B.R.C list from the
Allt na Uamh by Birks et al. in
1966 requires confirmation.

Bartramia pomiformis Hedw.

0

1

2

3

66 tetrads. Common and
widespread in a variety of wet and
flushed habitats, particularly in the
higher hills; it is never abundant on
the gneiss and is largely absent
from the stony flushes with
Schoenus nigricans.

Meesia uliginosa Hedw.
Philonotis seriata Mitt.

3
3

2
3

2

1
2

1
0

1

2

3
1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Given the extent of
flushed calcareous ground on the
limestone, this is a curiously rare
plant in Assynt. Only seen on this
survey in flushed turf on the
southern shore of Loch Urigill;
there is an older record from the

32 tetrads. Widespread and fairly
common in crevices of dry acid
crags and largely absent from the
limestone.

Bartramia ithyphylla Brid.
27 tetrads. Very similar in

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. A rare plant of montane
flushes with sites on the western
flanks of Conival, Beinn an
Fhurain and above Loch
Mhaolach-coire.
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Philonotis calcarea (Bruch &
Schimp.) Schimp.

3

2 tetrads Seen only once during
this survey on base-rich gneiss
crags above the outflow burn from
Lochan a’Choire Ghuirm on Glas
Bheinn; also recorded by Long
from the crags above the
Inchnadamph Hotel in 1973.

3

2

1

2

Amphidium mougeotii ((Bruch &
Schimp.) Schimp.

1

0

1

2

3

limestone at Stronechrubie.
0

1

2

3
3

4 tetrads. An uncommon moss of
flushes and flushed grassland on
the limestone where some stands
are extensive: Inchnadamph, Allt
nan Uamh, Na Luirgean and by the
Traligill.

Zygodon rupestris Schimp. ex Lor.
(Zygodon baumgartneri Malta)
2

1
3

0

Breutelia chrysocoma (Hedw.)
Lindb.

3

1

2

3

82 tetrads. A common moss of
periodically irrigated cracks and
crevices in acid or mildly basic
crags, where the swelling, midgreen cushions can be a
conspicuous feature.

2

Zygodon viridissimus (Dicks.)
Brid. var. viridissimus

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

1

2

3

7 tetrads. A very sparse epiphyte
on the trunks of trees with nutrientrich bark, with one odd record
from the open rocks of an ultrabasic dyke at Clach Airigh.

3

Zygodon conoideus (Dicks.) Hook.
& Tayl.

3

99 tetrads. This striking moss is
common and often very abundant
in wet grassland, wet heath, on
ledges and in ravines, particularly
where there is some slight
flushing.

2

3

1

2
0

Amphidium lapponicum (Hedw.)
Schimp.

1

2

3

16 tetrads. An uncommon moss
occurring as both an epiphyte on
the trunks of trees with nutrientrich bark and on shaded rocks.

1

0

1

2

3

3

2

Zygodon viridissimus var. stirtonii
(Schimp. ex Stirt.) I.Hagen

1

1 tetrad. Only recorded from the

0
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1

2

3

9 tetrads. Another uncommon
epiphyte on the trunks of trees with
nutrient-rich bark, its sparsity
probably reflecting the shortage of
such trees in Assynt.

Bryophytes

Orthotrichum affine Brid.

Orthotrichum cupulatum Brid.

by Nicholson in 1899 and the Allt
nan Uamh by the B.B.S in 1960.

3

3

Orthotrichum pulchellum Brunt.

2

2

1

1

3

2
0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3
1

1 tetrad. Only recorded from one
site, a large goat willow by the
burn above Stronechrubie.

9 tetrads. Uncommon on low
outcrops and slabby rocks on the
limestone and very rare elsewhere;
no attempt was made to distinguish
the var. riparium.

Orthotrichum rupestre Schleich.
ex Schwägr.
Orthotrichum stramineum
Hornsch. ex Brid.
3

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. As with most other
epiphytic Orthotricaceae, this is a
rare species with just one site on
an old elder at Newton; in the past
recorded from Inchnadamph by
Nicholson in 1899 and by Paton in
1969.

3

2

Ulota drummondii (Hook. &
Grev.) Brid

2

1

1
0

1

2

3

3

33 tetrads. Widespread but
usually in small quantity, typically
as part of the community on
exposed, moderately basic rocks
on loch margins but also on other
open crags.

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Very rare; only recorded
from a large wych elm by a
waterfall on the Ledbeg River at
Ledbeg, the only known West
Sutherland site.

Orthotrichum anomalum Hedw.
Orthotrichum diaphanum Brid.

3
3
2

2

1

0

1

2

3

19 tetrads. Widespread but only
very locally plentiful, occurring as
spreading patches, particularly on
rowan and sallow; possibly
overlooked as it is only easily
identified in the field when it is
dry.

2

Ulota crispa (Hedw.) Brid.

1
1
0

1

2

3
0

10 tetrads. Quite frequent on
limestone boulders and low
outcrops but rare elsewhere and
seemingly avoiding the gneiss.

1

2

3

62 tetrads. A common epiphyte
on all trees, including tiny bushes
of Salix aurita and occasionally on

1 tetrad. Recorded by the B.B.S
at Achmelvich in 1992 and in the
past from elders at Inchnadamph
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Ulota hutchinsiae (Sm.) Hammar
3
3

2

1 tetrad. Only recorded once in
Assynt, on a Torridonian
sandstone boulder on the margin of
Loch Veyatie, where it had
sporophytes and occurred in some
abundance.

2

1

Hedwigia stellata Hedenäs
1
0

1

2

3

heather, but most frequent on hazel
in richer woodland or ravines.

Ulota bruchii Hornsch. ex Brid.

0

1

2

3

61 tetrads. A common moss on
exposed rocks on crags and in
scree but particularly frequent and
occasionally abundant on rocks on
loch margins; absent from the
limestone.

3

2

1

3

0

Ulota phyllantha Brid.

2

1

2

3

59 tetrads. A common and
sometimes abundant species of
acid or mildly basic rocks in
exposed sites.

1
3

0

1

2

3

32 tetrads. A common epiphyte in
similar situations to Ulota crispa,
and often an early coloniser; only
distinguished from Ulota crispa
later in the survey and so is much
under-recorded.

Fontinalis antipyretica Hedw.

2

1
3

0

1

2

3

70 tetrads. A very common
epiphyte particularly near the
coast, where its swelling cushions
with conspicuous brown gemmae
can be a feature of the most
exposed trees; it also frequently
occurs on coastal rocks.

Ulota calvescens Wilson

3

2

Hedwigia ciliata (Hedw.) P.Beauv.
var. ciliata

1

0

1

2

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

35 tetrads. A common species,
growing on rocks in or just above
the water on loch margins and the
quieter parts of large burns, and
more rarely on flushed rocks
elsewhere. No attempt was made
to distinguish any of the varieties.

3

Fontinalis squamosa Hedw.
4 tetrads. A rare epiphyte in
Assynt with records from hazel,
ash and birch; not easily
distinguished from Ulota crispa in
the field, so possibly underrecorded: Inchnadamph (B.B.S.),
Ardvreck, Culag Wood and Loch
Dubh (Ardroe).
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2

9 tetrads. A rare moss in Assynt,
usually growing on acid or mildly
basic rocks in fast-flowing burns

1

0

1

2

3

Bryophytes

Antitrichia curtipendula (Hedw.)
Brid.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

3

Neckera crispa Hedw.

1

and largely confined to the higher
hills in the east of the parish.

Climacium dendroides (Hedw.)
F.Weber & D.Mohr

3
0

1

2

3

42 tetrads. This fine moss is
relatively common in Assynt but
never abundant, though some
patches can be large; it is most
frequent on rocks on the margin of
lochs and only rarely occurs on
trees in ravines where it occasionally produces sporophytes.

2

Pterogonium gracile (Hedw.) Sm.
1

0

1

2

3

14 tetrads. Occasional in flushed
turf on the margins of lochs and
also in other damp turf on the
limestone.

2

1

2

3

34 tetrads. The pendant mats of
this robust moss are a frequent
feature of sheltered basic crags,
often in ravines, and it also occurs
in Dryas heath on the limestone.

2
0

1

2

3

Myurium hochstetteri (Schimp.)
Kindb.

1

0

3

1

2

0

1

2

24 tetrads. Widespread in the
parish; usually occurring in small
quantity and almost exclusively on
mildly basic rocks on the margins
of lochs.

1

2

Neckera complanata (Hedw.)
Huebener

3

Leucodon sciuroides (Hedw.)
Schwägr. var. sciuroides

3

1 tetrad. This beautiful hyperoceanic moss has one of its few
mainland sites on the Point of
Stoer; here it occurs in two places
in exposed, flushed grassland
above the sea-cliffs.

1

0

1

2

3

28 tetrads. In similar sheltered,
craggy habitats to Neckera crispa
but seemingly much less frequent
away from the limestone; in
Assynt it is very rare as an
epiphyte.

3
3

2 tetrads. A rare moss growing in
large patches on limestone
boulders by the Allt nan Uamh,
and on old limestone walls near
Stronechrubie where it is quite
frequent.

Homalia trichomanoides (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

2

1

0

1

2

3

5 tetrads. Rare and invariably in
small quantity; it occurs on soil,
tree roots or bases and on faces of
sheltered rocks that are
periodically inundated by burns or
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3

2

1

0

1

2

particularly where the rock is
somewhat base-rich. No attempt
was made to distinguish the var.
majus, which is probably only a
habitat modification.

3

Hookeria lucens (Hedw.) Sm.

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

3

lochs: Loch Druim Suardalain,
Allt Mór (Stronechrubie), falls on
Ledbeg River, Ardvreck and the
north shore of Loch Veyatie.

it is similar to Pseudoleskeella
catenulata but prefers rather more
sheltered sites. There is also a
1960 record from Knockan Crag.

2

1

Thamnobryum alopecurum
(Hedw.) Gangulee

0

1

2

3

52 tetrads. A common species of
damp, acid soils in sheltered sites,
particularly in woodland but also
in ravines and rarely in crevices at
the base of montane crags.

3

2

Pseudoleskeella catenulata
(Schrad.) Kindb.

1

0

1

2

Anomodon viticulosus (Hedw.)
Hook. & Taylor

3

2

1

3

67 tetrads. This robust moss is
common in two habitats, on rocks
in and by falls in burns and rivers
and on sheltered, vertical, basic
rock faces and in both it can form
extensive patches.

Pterigynandrum filiforme Hedw.

3

2

0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. This is a rare plant in
Assynt, which is surprising given
the extent of seemingly suitable
habitat on the limestone; it occurs
in sheltered niches at the base of
calcareous crags or large boulders
in the Allt nan Uamh, Ardvreck,
Liath Bhad and Stronechrubie.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. A rare plant forming
dark, olive-green patches on open
limestone rocks; it occurs on Cnoc
Eilidh Mhathain, on Creag nan
Uamh, where it is very locally
frequent, and on the crags near the
road at Knockan.

Heterocladium heteropterum var.
heteropterum Bruch, Schimp. &
W.Gümbel

Pseudoleskeella rupestris
(Berggr.) Hedenäs & Söderström

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

1

17 tetrads. The neat, brownishgreen patches of this
inconspicuous moss are an
occasional constituent of the
community on loch-side boulders,
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2 tetrads. This nationally rare
moss has two sites in Assynt, with
Pseudoleskeella catenulata on
Creag nan Uamh, and on the low
limestone crags at Lairig Unapool;

0

1

2

3

47 tetrads. A common moss

Bryophytes

forming dark wefts in sheltered
sites on rocks in burns and damp
crags.

Heterocladium heteropterum var.
flaccidum Bruch, Schimp. &
W.Gümbel

the very similar Thuidium
philibertii.
3

Palustriella commutata var.
commutata (Hedw.) Ochyra
(Cratoneuron commutatum
(Hedw.) Roth.)

2

1

0

1

2

3

3

3

it may well have been overlooked
as Thuidium tamariscinum
elsewhere.

2

1

2

1

Thuidium philibertii Limpr.
0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. In similar sites to var.
heteropterum but much rarer and
usually on somewhat basic rock;
Duart (Nedd) and Loch Dubh
(Ardroe).

0

2

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Seemingly a rare moss
in Assynt, occurring in dry,
calcareous grassland on the
limestone at Knockan and
Stronechrubie and on shell-sand at
Achmelvich, with an old record
from limestone near Cùil Dhubh
by Warburg in 1952.

3

2

1

2

3

46 tetrads. A characteristic moss
of seepage lines and springs on
basic rocks, often abundant on the
limestone where it forms tufa, but
also frequent on the base-rich
gneiss.

3

Thuidium tamariscinum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

Palustriella commutata var.
falcata (Brid.) Ochyra

3

2

1
0

1

2

3

100 tetrads. A common and often
abundant species in drier places in
rocky woodland, on sheltered
banks, montane grassland and it
can be dominant in the ground
layer under bracken.

Thuidium delicatulum (Hedw.)
Mitt.
33 tetrads. A frequent moss in
flushed stony grassland and on low
rocks where there is some seepage;

Thuidium recognitum (Hedw.)
Lindb.

0

1

2

3

10 tetrads. Locally common in
flushes on the limestone, but rare
elsewhere and much less common
than var. commutata.

3

2

Palustriella commutata var.
virescens (Schimp.) Ochyra

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. A poorly marked taxon
recorded from seepage lines below

6 tetrads. An uncommon species
growing in dry grassland on
shallow soils over the limestone;
apparently more frequent here than
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Campylium stellatum var.
protensum (Brid.) Bryhn.
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. A rare moss of wet
calcareous soil occurring in
flushed turf by Loch Mhaolachcoire and on ledges on basic gneiss
in a ravine on the Abhainn Bad na
h-Achlaise.

Amblystegium serpens (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

the main Stronechrubie crags.
0

Cratoneuron filicinum (Hedw.)
Spruce

1

2

3

12 tetrads. Usually in drier places
than var. stellatum and only at all
frequent on damp ledges on
limestone crags.

3

2

1

3

Campyliadelphus chrysophyllus
(Brid.) Kanda
(Campylium chrysophyllum
(Brid.) J.Lange)

2

1

0

1

2

3

44 tetrads. A frequent moss in a
variety of damp basic habitats;
perhaps most common in seepage
lines on the limestone, but also
plentiful on damp coastal rocks.

2

1
3

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Rare on ledges on baserich crags; Ardvar and the Traligill
glen.

1
3
0

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

4 tetrads. A rare moss of boulders
in burns on the limestone where it
occurs as untidy, partially denuded
patches; recorded from the Allt a’
Chalda Mór, Na Luirgean, Cnoc
Eilid Mhathain and the Traligill.

3

84 tetrads. A common species of
wet places that are at least
moderately base-rich; often
abundant in marshy grassland, at
the base of wet crags and is one of
the few bryophytes that flourishes
in Schoenus mires.
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3

12 tetrads. Widespread but
distinctly uncommon, growing as
flat patches on damp, basic rocks
and also in damp coastal turf.

0

2

2

Amblystegium tenax (Hedw.)
C.E.O.Jensen

Campyliadelphus elodes (Lindb.)
Kanda
(Campylium elodes (Lindb.)
Kindb.)

3

1

3

0

Campylium stellatum var.
stellatum (Hedw.) J.Lange &
C.Jens.

0

Conardia compacta (Müll.Hal.)
H.Rob.
(Amblystegium compactum
(Müll.Hal.) Austin)

2

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. This rare moss has two
sites in Assynt, both on damp soil
on heavily shaded ledges on the

Bryophytes

rich mire pools, but not at all
common, with the best populations
restricted to the higher ground in
the east.

3

and more occasional on the margin
of flushed peaty pools.

Drepanocladus cossonii (Schimp.)
Loeske

2

1

0

1

2

3

limestone, one in caves on Creag
na Uamh and the other near Uamh
an Tartair at Knockan.

Warnstorfia fluitans (Hedw.)
Loeske
(Drepanocladus fluitans (Hedw.)
Warnst. Hedw.)

Drepanocladus polygamus (Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel) Hedenäs
(Campylium polygamum (Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel) J.Lange &
Jensen)

2

3

1

2
0

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Rare but possibly
overlooked in wet, coastal
grassland and in poor fen at the
margin of lochs: Loch Ardbhair,
Balchladich and Loch Bad
a’Chigean.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Recorded from peaty
pools in a mire area on the Point of
Stoer and the edge of Loch nam
Meallan Liatha.

Warnstorfia exannulata (Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel) Loeske
(Drepanocladus exannulatus
(Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel)
Warnst.)

3

[Drepanocladus aduncus (Hedw.)
Warnst.
Despite records in B.R.C. and thus
in the Bryophyte Atlas there is no
verified record of this taxon in
Assynt or elsewhere in v.c.108.]

Drepanocladus revolvens (Sw.)
Warnst.

1

2

3

5 tetrads. Apparently rare in
Assynt, in similar, but more
obviously base-rich, sites as D.
revolvens; D. cossonii was distinguished from D.revolvens only
during the latter part of the survey
and is recorded from a tributary of
the Allt Sgiathaig, in a flush at
Clach Airigh, at Loch Mhaolachcoire, on the shore of Loch Veyatie
and at three sites on the Cam Allt.

Sanionia uncinata (Hedw.) Loeske
(Drepanocladus uncinatus (Hedw.)
Warnst.)

3

2

1

3
0
3

1

2

3

29 tetrads. Locally frequent on
the calcareous Cambrian rocks,
and occasionally on willows in the
east of the parish but very rare on
the gneiss.

2
2
1
1
0
0

1

2

3

27 tetrads. Widespread over the
parish in flushes and more base-

1

2

3

69 tetrads. Common in stony
flushes and in Schoenus mires,
often with Scorpidium scorpioides,

Hygrohypnum ochraceum (Turner
ex Wilson) Loeske
13 tetrads. An uncommon riparian
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38 tetrads. The yellow-green mats
of this moss, often with a brownish
tinge, are a frequent feature of flat
rocks in burns, particularly in
ravines, and on loch margins.

3

2

Calliergon stramineum (Brid.)
Kindb.

3

1

0

1

2

3

moss, growing on rocks in burns or
on the margin of lochs; most
records are on the higher ground in
the east of the county and usually
on acid rocks.

Hygrohypnum duriusculum (De
Not.) Jamieson
(H. dilatatum (Wils. ex Schimp.)
Loeske)

0

2

1

0

1

2

3

30 tetrads. Common and often
abundant on wet rocks on the
limestone and Fucoid Beds with
rare sites on basic rocks elsewhere.
There is a curious small form on
damp rocks on the limestone with
non-falcate leaves and julaceous
stems rather reminiscent of
Pterigynandrum filiforme.

1

2

3

6 tetrads. Surprisingly rare with a
few, well-scattered sites in wet,
basic grassland and mires.

1

Calliergon trifarium (Web. &
Mohr) Kindb.
0

3

1

3

2

Hygrohypnum luridum (Hedw.)
Jenn. var. luridum

2

1

2

3

3 tetrads. This nationally scarce
species has at least three sites in
Assynt but is easily overlooked as
Rhynchostegium riparioides; it is
locally frequent on rocks in the
lower part of the Allt nan Uamh,
occurs in similar places on the
Traligill and there is a small
population on rocks by Loch
Bealach a'Bhuirich.

Scorpidium scorpioides (Hedw.)
Limpr.

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

9 tetrads. A distinctive and
uncommon arctic-alpine moss of
base-rich stony flushes with most
sites on the higher ground and
which is, perhaps surprisingly,
scarce on the limestone.

3

Calliergon cordifolium (Hedw.)
Kindb.

2

Hygrohypnum eugyrium (Schimp.)
Broth.
1
3
0

3

1

2

3
2

81 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant in stony flushes, on loch
margins and in wet ground by
more basic mire pools; one of the
few bryophytes to flourish in
Schoenus nigricans mires.

2

1

0
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1

2

3

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Seemingly a rare plant
in Assynt with scattered sites at

Bryophytes

Balchladich, Nedd and by the Allt
nan h-Airbhe.

very different to var. myosuroides
with which it often grows.
3

Calliergon giganteum (Schimp.)
Kindb.

Isothecium alopecuroides (Dubois)
Isov.
(I. myurum Brid.)

2

1
3

0
2

1

2

3

3

grassy flushes, loch margins, tracksides, base of crags and ditches.

2

1

1
0

1

2

3

Isothecium myosuroides Brid. var.
myosuroides
.

2 tetrads. Very rare and limited to
the margins of Loch na Claise at
Balchladich, recorded by Stern and
a lochan at Achmelvich, both on
the B.B.S meeting in 1992.

3

2

Homalothecium sericeum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
1

2

3

100 tetrads. Very common and
often locally dominant on rocks
and trees in woodland, scree, on
crags, stone walls and coastal
rocks. The deep mats of this moss,
often with Plagiochila spinulosa
and Hymenophyllum wilsonii are
the characteristic community of the
best oceanic, rocky woodland.

3

2

1

2

2

65 tetrads. Common and locally
abundant on at least moderately
basic rocks and tree bases; often a
frequent feature of base-rich
boulders on the margin of lochs.

3

0

1

1

1

Calliergon sarmentosum
(Wahlenb.) Kindb.

0

0

3

2

1

3
0

24 tetrads. Widespread but sparse
on flushed ground in the higher
hills in the east of the parish and
very rare elsewhere.

Isothecium myosuroides var.
brachythecioides (Dixon) Braithw.

Calliergonella cuspidata (Hedw.)
Loeske
(Calliergon cuspidatum (Hedw.)
Kindb.)

3

80 tetrads. Common and often
abundant in a variety of wet
habitats including damp grassland,

1

2

1

2

3

72 tetrads. This attractive moss is
common on dry, base-rich rocks
and also occurs on large elms and
ash trees; it is particularly
abundant on the limestone walls in
the Inchnadamph area.

Homalothecium lutescens (Hedw.)
H.Rob.

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. This is an uncommon
species, absent from much of
Assynt but locally dominant on

40 tetrads. A frequent moss on
sheltered, acid rocks in woodland
and on crags, the lax mats looking
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Brachythecium rutabulum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
3

2

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

Brachythecium plumosum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

shell-sand in dunes and also occurs
in dry limestone grassland.

Brachythecium albicans (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

in the north of Scotland with three
records in Assynt from dry,
sloping, moderately basic rocks at
Tòrr a’Ghamhna, Loch Dubh
(Ardroe) and Allt Mór
(Stronechrubie).

0

1

2

3

18 tetrads. An uncommon species
in Assynt though it can be locally
frequent in disturbed, eutrophic
places by roads and in gardens or
where livestock gather.

3

2

1

3

0

Brachythecium rivulare Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

2

1
3

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Apparently limited to
three areas of shell-sand dunes, at
Achmelvich, Clachtoll and
Clashnessie, where it is locally
abundant.

Brachythecium glareosum
(Spruce) Bruch, Schimp. &
W.Gümbel

2

1

2

3

88 tetrads. Very common and
often abundant, as part of a
characteristic community of acid
rocks in burns, with Racomitrium
aciculare, Scapania undulata and
Marsupella emarginata, but also
occurring on loch margins and on
wet crags.

1

0

1

2

3

36 tetrads. A widespread species,
particularly frequent on the
limestone, growing on wet rocks
by burns, in flushes, wet woodland
or in marshy grassland.

Scleropodium purum (Hedw.)
Limpr.
(Pseudoscleropodium purum
(Hedw.) Fleisch. ex Broth.)

3

2

Brachythecium populeum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

3

1

2
0

1

2

3

3

1

80 tetrads. Very common and
locally abundant in grassland on
soils that are not too acid; it can
form large stands under bracken
and is probably most frequent on
the limestone.

2
0

1

2

3

4 tetrads. A rare plant in Assynt,
limited to limestone grassland in
the Allt nan Uamh valley, at
Stronechrubie and the limestone at
Knockan.

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. An uncommon species
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Cirriphyllum piliferum (Hedw.)
Grout

3

2

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

3

5 tetrads. A rare plant in Assynt,
growing on richer soils in sheltered
sites, often with Eurhynchium
striatum: Duart (Nedd), Allt nan
Uamh, Loch Dubh (Ardroe),
Ledbeg River and Easter Tubeg.

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

Sanctuary, both on the slopes of
Quinag.

dunes, tree bases and banks in
ravines.

Eurhynchium striatum (Hedw.)
Schimp.

Eurhynchium hians (Hedw.) Sande
Lac.
(E. swartzii (Turn.) Curn. in
Rabenh.)

3

Rhynchostegium riparioides
(Hedw.) Cardot

3

2

2

1
3

1
0

2

1

0

1

2

3

24 tetrads. A robust species of
rocks in burns, which is surprisingly uncommon over much of
Assynt, where it seems to avoid
the gneiss, but it is abundant on the
limestone.

Rhynchostegium alopecuroides
(Brid.) A.J.E.Sm.
(R. lusitanicum (Schimp.)
A.J.E.Sm.)
4 tetrads. This nationally scarce
species has its most northerly
localities in the world in Assynt
where it occurs on Torridonian
rocks in waterfalls in the Bealach
Leireag and in and below the

1

2

3

43 tetrads. Locally common on at
least moderately basic soils and
rocks in woodland, particularly
under hazel, and also in sheltered
sites in ravines and in limestone
grassland.

0

1

2

3

23 tetrads. Widespread but only
at all frequent on the limestone and
then usually in small stands;
usually in deeply shaded crevices
or on soil of sheltered ledges on
crags.

Eurhynchium pumilum (Wilson)
Schimp.
There are two old records for this
species, which is very rare in the
north of Scotland: limestone rocks
by caves near Inchnadamph by
Wallace in 1946 and from the Allt
nan Uamh by Birks et al. in 1966.

Eurhynchium crassinervium
(Wilson) Schimp.
(Cirriphyllum crassinervium
(Wils.) Loeske & M.Fleisch.)

3

Eurhynchium praelongum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
65 tetrads. Widespread but only
locally frequent in a variety of
grassy places in woodland, on

2

1

0

1

2

3

6 tetrads. A rare species in Assynt
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with scattered sites on basic gneiss
or limestone boulders in shaded
sites, often near burns.

Rhynchostegiella tenella (Dicks.)
Limpr.

Orthothecium rufescens (Brid.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
3

2

3

1

3

2

0

1

2

3

1

grassland, but absent elsewhere.
2
0

Pleurozium schreberi (Brid.) Mitt.

1

0

1

2

3
3

1 tetrad. Only recorded from one
site in Assynt, a mortared wall in
Nedd and seemingly absent from
the limestone.

2

3

2

3

17 tetrads. The robust, red
patches over the grey-white
limestone make this one of our
most beautiful mosses; frequent in
damp places on the limestone with
just one site on other basic rocks,
on the north side of Beinn Gharbh.

Orthothecium intricatum (Hartm.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

Rhynchstegiella teneriffae (Mont.)
Dirkse & Bouman
(R. teesdalei (Bruch, Schimp. &
W.Gümbel) Limpr.)

1

0

1

2

3

99 tetrads. Very common and
often abundant, particularly on
heathy ground with Hylocomium
splendens, but also in scree,
woodland, drier parts of mires and
acid grassland.

3

2

1

2

Platydictya jungermannioides
(Brid.) H.A.Crum

1

0

1

2

1

2

3

9 tetrads. Much less frequent than
Orthothecium rufescens, occurring
in similar sites but on the basic
gneiss as well as on limestone.

3
3

2 tetrads. Very rare with only two
records, on wet limestone rocks,
by the Traligill and the Allt
a’Phollain behind Knockan.

0

2

Plagiothecium denticulatum var.
denticulatum (Hedw.) Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

Entodon concinnus (De Not.) Paris
0

15 tetrads. Quite common and
locally abundant on the shell-sand
on the coast and in dry limestone

1

2

3
3

2 tetrads. Very rare, growing as
fine, intricate wefts on soil on
shaded ledges of limestone crags
on Creag nan Uamh and in the
Traligill valley.

2

1

0
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2

3
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3 tetrads. A rare moss in Assynt
with just three records from
sheltered, damp earthy crevices on
Torridonian sandstone crags.

Plagiothecium undulatum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel
3

2

Plagiothecium denticulatum var.
obtusifolium (Turner) Moore

3

1

2

0

1

2

3

1

3

crag below Saobhaidh Mhór on
Quinag.

0

2

Plagiothecium succulentum (Wils.)
Lindb.

1

0

1

2

3

2 tetrads. Limited to a few sites in
the bigger hills where it occurs in
scree and crevices on crags: Imir
Fada and in Coire Gorm on Glas
Bheinn.

1

2

3

75 tetrads. A common and easily
recognisable moss of sheltered
damp sites, particularly wet banks
in woodland, under heather on
rocky slopes and in block scree.

3

Isopterygiopsis muelleriana
(Schimp.) Z.Iwats.

2

1
3

Plagiothecium platyphyllum
Mönk.

0

1

2

3

17 tetrads. Widespread but
uncommon in sheltered sites in
rocky woodland, ravines or below
sheltered crags.

3

2

1

0

2

Plagiothecium nemorale (Mitt.)
Jaeg.

1

0

1

2

3

3

3 tetrads. A conspicuous but rare
moss of wet, acid flushes or
flushed ledges on crags in the
higher hills: Sàil Gorm and the
Sanctuary on Quinag and Coire
Gorm on Glas Bheinn.

1 tetrad. This unsatisfactory taxon
is tentatively recorded from a
ledge on a Torridonian sandstone

2

3

3 tetrads. This moss forms small,
wispy mats in wet crevices at the
base of montane crags; recorded
from the north-facing crags on
Beinn Garbh, Canisp and Sàil
Gorm.

2

Isopterygiopsis pulchella (Hedw.)
Z.Iwats.
(Isopterygium pulchellum (Hedw.)
Jaeg.)

1

0

Plagiothecium cavifolium (Brid.)
Z.Iwats.

1

1

2

3

5 tetrads. In similar sites to
Plagiothecium succulentum (from
which it is not always easily
distinguished), but much less
frequent.

14 tetrads. Sparse but easily
overlooked as it often grows
through cushions of Amphidium
mougeottii or Anoectangium
aestivum on sheltered ledges on
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Breabag and Coire Gorm on Glas
Bheinn, with an older record from
Conival by Dixon and Nicholson
in 1899.

3

2

45 tetrads. A common moss of
dry, moderately basic, firm
habitats, particularly coastal rocks
and boulders on loch margins, but
also occurring in calcareous
grassland.

Taxiphyllum wissgrillii (Garov.)
Wijk & Margad.

1

0

1

2

3

There is a single, old record for
this moss from the limestone at
Knockan by Wallace in 1957.

Hypnum resupinatum Taylor
(H. cupressiforme var.
resupinatum (Tayl.) Schimp.)

moderately basic crags; often only
the sporophytes are visible.

Pseudotaxiphyllum elegans (Brid.)
Z.Iwats.
(Isopterygium elegans (Brid.)
Lindb.)

Rhytidium rugosum (Hedw.)
Kindb.

3

There is an old record from ‘short
turf on limestone cliffs near
Inchnadamph’ by C.D.Pigott in
1950.

2

1

0

1

2

3

Hypnum cupressiforme Hedw.

3

41 tetrads. In similar places to
Hypnum lacunosum var.
lacunosum but even more strongly
coastal in its distribution.

2
3
1
2
0

1

2

Hypnum andoi A.J.E. Sm.
(H. mammillatum (Brid.) Loeske)

3
1

26 tetrads. Widespread but
surprisingly infrequent compared
with areas further south and
limited to heavily shaded, acid
soils in woodland, scree or at the
base of crags.

0

1

2

3

105 tetrads. Ubiquitous and often
abundant on all kinds of dry, firm
substrates, particularly trees and
open rocks.

3

2

1

Herzogiella striatella (Brid.)
Z.Iwats.
Hypnum lacunosum var.
lacunosum (Brid.) Hoffm. ex Brid.
(H. cupressiforme var. lacunosum
Brid.)

3

2
3

0

1

2

3

36 tetrads. Widespread and
reasonably frequent on the limbs
and trunks of larger trees,
particularly birch, but also
occurring on logs and, more rarely,
on rocks.

1
2
0

1

2

Hypnum jutlandicum Holmen &
E.Warncke

3
1

2 tetrads. A pretty species which
is nearly always in fruit, but hides
away in deep crevices in scree or
under rocks in the higher hills:
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0

1

2

3

70 tetrads. A common and
widespread moss in all kinds of
heathy ground, particularly where
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Hypnum callichroum Brid.
3

3
3

2

2

2

1

1

1
0

1

2

3

0

the dwarf shrub layer is welldeveloped.

Hypnum bambergeri Schimp.

3

0

1

2

3

31 tetrads. Widespread but
nowhere common, growing in
rocky woodland and in sheltered
sites on rocky ground in the hills,
usually with other large
pleurocarpous mosses like
Rhytidiadelphus loreus or
Hylocomium splendens.

1

2

3

within open stands of bracken and
on steep heathy ground.

Ctenidium molluscum var.
molluscum (Hedw.) Mitt.

3

2

Hypnum hamulosum Bruch,
Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

2

1
0

1

2

3
3

1 tetrad. Primarily a plant of the
rich, calcareous mountains in the
Central Highlands, this moss was a
surprise discovery at relatively low
altitude on the low limestone crags
behind Stronechrubie where it
occurs on a wet ledge next to a
small waterfall, the only record
north of the Great Glen.

0

3

2

2

3

103 tetrads. A very common plant
of flushed grassland, soil and rocks
and particularly abundant on the
limestone and Fucoid Beds where
it can form large, pure cushions.

2

1

0

1

2

3

3 tetrads. Rare and always in
small quantity, this delicate moss,
somewhat similar to forms of
Ctenidium molluscum, occurs on
dry, basic crags in the hills:
Bealach Traligill, Sàil Gorm and
the Stronechrubie crags. There are
older records from Quinag by
Dixon and Nicholson in 1899 and
‘near the caves, Inchnadamph’ by
Wallace in 1939.

Hypnum lindbergii Mitt.

1

Ctenidium molluscum var.
condensatum (Schimp.) E.Britton

3

2

1

1
0
0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. Recorded from a damp
roadside verge near the
Inchnadamph Hotel by Long in
1981.

Ptilium crista-castrensis (Hedw.)
De Not.
21 tetrads. The unmistakable
plumes of this moss are occasional
but widespread and sometimes
abundant in rocky woodland,

1

2

3

3 tetrads. A rare taxon, but
possibly overlooked, growing at
the bottom of damp, base-rich
crags in the hills: Coire Dearg
(Glas Bheinn), Suileag and Sàil
Gharbh.
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Ctenidium molluscum var.
robustum Boulay

69 tetrads. A very common plant
on the better soils and over baserich scree, particularly abundant on
the dune systems and on grassy
banks on the limestone.

3

Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus
(Hedw.) Warnst.

2

3

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

1 tetrad. This impressive moss,
looking very different from var.
molluscum, occurs on wet, baserich gneiss at the foot of Sàil Gorm
on Quinag where it was found by
Blockeel on the B.B.S meeting in
1992.

Hyocomium armoricum (Brid.)
Wijk & Marg.

2

3

over basic gneiss rocks in wooded
areas near the coast.

3
0

1

2

Hylocomium umbratum (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

0

1

2

3
3

71 tetrads. Common and often
abundant wherever there is damp
grassland but absent from large
areas of wet heath.

2

1

Rhytidiadelphus loreus (Hedw.)
Warnst.

3

0

1

2

3

30 tetrads. A fairly consistent
species of the better areas of
shaded, rocky woodland and larger
ravines, sometimes forming fine,
large hummocks over low rocks.

2
3
1
2
0

1

2

3

Hylocomium splendens (Hedw.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

1

45 tetrads. A common plant of
wet, acid rocks by burns and on
wet crags but surprisingly absent
from many suitable-looking sites.

Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus
(Hedw.) Warnst.

0

1

2

3

102 tetrads. A typical species of
acid, rocky woodland, damp heath
and of scree and crags in the hills
where it can form thick wefts with
other large pleurocarpous mosses.

3

2

1

Hylocomium brevirostre (Brid.)
Bruch, Schimp. & W.Gümbel

3

2

49 tetrads. A widespread but
often quite local species of baserich rocks, probably most frequent

1

0
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1

2

3

0

1

2

3

107 tetrads. A candidate for the
most abundant moss in Assynt,
occurring in quantity in both dry
and wet heath, on sand dunes and
fell-field and in both blanket bog
and limestone grassland.
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